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1 New models and functions
1.1

Feed-in management

1.1.1

Requirements

The feed-in management applies exclusively to wind turbines and photovoltaic plants.
In the data model, the presence of a feed-in management controller in a generating unit
should be definable.
It should be possible to activate and deactivate the feed-in management controller of a
plant. If the controller is “OFF”, no power reduction is performed when receiving a
power reduction signal. If the controller is “ON” and a power reduction is requested,
then the power injection of the respective plant should be reduced with a power change
rate of at least 10% of the agreed connection active power per minute, without
disconnection of the plant [6, 19].
If during the power reduction the generated power of the plant reaches or gets below the
set switch-off power (according to [6, 19, 22, 23], the value is at most 10% of the
agreed connection active power), then a disconnection of the plant is performed. The
specification of the switch-off power, of the controller initial status (at the simulator
start) and of the initial target power value for the control should be possible in the data
model.
The power reduction signals 100%, 60%, 30% and 0% of the rated power should be
possible. Only one signal can always be sent at any time. An additional field for
specifying any power reduction values between 0% and 100% of the rated power should
be available. At any given time, only one power reduction value should always be active
(100% should always be active when no reduction is requested).
All required parameters should be given in the data model.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the feed-in management controller
Activation of only one of the four power reduction signals 100%, 60%, 30% or
0% of the rated power

Darlus France Mengapche

Specification of any power reduction signal between 0% and 100% of the rated
power
Display of the controller status (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the current power reduction level

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the feed-in management controller
Specification of any power reduction signal between 0% and 100% of the rated
power
Display of the feed-in management controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the current power reduction level
Display of the switch-off power
Display of the power change rate

1.1.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the feed-in management control.
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Check the state of the controller
[On]

[Off]

Check if the current target active power of the
plant is greater than the set target active
power for the feed-in management
[Yes]

[No]

Set the target active power of the plant equal
to the target active power for the feed-in
management

Check if the target active power of the plant is
lower than the switch-off power of the plant
[Yes]

[No]

Switch off of the plant (setting of the target
active power to 0)

Handover of the plant target active power

Figure 1 Flow diagram of the feed-in management control
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1.1.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the 3 wind turbines connected at the station “Mitte 20kV Wind” (Figure 2) and
having each the following parameters:
Table 1 Data of wind turbines at the station “Mitte 20kV Wind”
Parameters

Values

Minimum active power

-0.003 MW

Maximum active power (= rated active power)

2.5 MW

Minimum reactive power

-1.5 MVAr

Maximum reactive power

1.5 MVAr

4
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Figure 2 Station display of the station “Mitte 20kV Wind”

The plant feed-in management controllers have each the following parameters:

Table 2 Data of the feed-in management controllers of the wind turbines at the station
“Mitte 20kV Wind”
Parameters

Values

Active power change rate during the power reduction

0.02 MW/s

Switch-off power during the feed-in management

0% of the rated active
power

Figure 3 shows the use of the feed-in management.

5
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Figure 3 Use of the feed-in management

The red curve shows the active power of the wind turbine 1.
The white curve shows the active power of the wind turbine 2.
The yellow curve shows the active power of the wind turbine 3.
The green curve shows the active power that flows out of the wind farm.
At time 1: The wind turbine 1 gets a reduction signal “60% of its rated power”.
At time 2: The wind turbine 2 gets a reduction signal “30% of its rated power”.
At time 3: The wind turbine 3 gets a reduction signal “0% of its rated power”.
6
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At time 4: The power of the wind turbine 1 reaches the target value.
At time 5: The power of the wind turbine 2 reaches the target value.
At time 6: The power of the wind turbine 3 reaches the target value.
At time 7: The wind turbine 3 gets a release signal “100% of its rated power”.
At time 8: The wind turbine 1 gets a release signal “100% of its rated power”.
At time 9: The wind turbine 2 gets a release signal “100% of its rated power”.
At time 10: The power of the wind turbine 3 reaches the target value.
At time 11: The power of the wind turbine 1 reaches the target value.
At time 12: The power of the wind turbine 2 reaches the target value.

1.1.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 4 User interface for the feed-in management controller

7
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1.1.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 5 Tab “Feed-in management” of the wind turbine dialogue

1.2
1.2.1

Frequency-dependent active power output
Requirements

The frequency-dependent active power output applies exclusively on wind turbines and
photovoltaic plants. In the data model, the presence of a frequency-dependent active
power output controller in a generation unit should be definable. It should be possible to
activate and deactivate the controller. If it is “OFF”, the plant does not contribute to the
frequency support. If the controller is “ON” and a frequency support is necessary, the
active power output of the plant should be adjusted. All required parameters should be
given in the data model.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the controller
Display of the controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the control state (idle, curve ride, power blocking, power increasing)

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the controller
8
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Display of the controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the control state (idle, curve ride, power blocking, power increasing)
Display of the power reduction rate (percentage active power change of the
generator per Hertz in case of overfrequency in the network)
Display of the power increase rate (percentage active power change of the
generator with respect to the agreed connection active power if the frequency
falls below the value 50.05 Hz and at that moment the possible power supply of
the renewable energy plant is greater than its frozen active power value P50.2)
Display of frequency limit above which a power reduction occurs
Display of frequency limit below which a power increase can take place

1.2.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 6 shows the state diagram of the control for frequency-dependent active power
output.
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Disconnection
10
1

4
2

Idle

7

3
5

Blocking the active
power increase

Curve ride

9
8

Release of the active
power increase
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11
1ó Remain in the state as long as the frequency is below 50.2 Hz. The controller performs no action.
2ó State change as soon as the frequency reaches 50.2 Hz. The actual active power at the instant
when the frequency reaches 50.2 Hz is frozen (stored).
3ó Remain in the state as long as the frequency is between 50.2 Hz and 51.5 Hz. In this area, the
active power output of the plant is adjusted as a function of the frequency.
4ó Disconnection of the plant as soon as the frequency reaches 51.5 Hz.
5ó State change as soon as the frequency decreases and is below 50.2 Hz.
6ó State change as soon as the frequency increases again and reaches 50.2 Hz.
7ó Remain in the state as long as the frequency is between 50.05 Hz and 50.2 Hz. An active power
increase is not allowed if the frozen active power value at 50.2 Hz is less than the actual possible
power output of the plant.
8ó State change as soon as the frequency decreases and reaches 50.05 Hz.
9ó Remain in the state as long as the frequency is below 50.2 Hz. An active power increase to the
actual possible power output of the plant is performed as long as the frequency doesn´t reach 50.2 Hz.
10ó State change as soon as the frequency increases again and reaches 50.2 Hz.
11ó State change as soon as the active power increase is completed.

Figure 6 State diagram of the control for frequency-dependent active power output

1.2.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Assume the wind turbines with the given parameters in Table 1 and installed at the
station “Mitte 20kV Wind” (Figure 2). The frequency-dependent active power output
controllers have each the following parameters:
10
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Table 3 Data of the frequency-dependent active power output controller of the wind
turbines in the station “Mitte 20kV Wind”
Parameters

Values

Power reduction rate

40%/Hz

Power increase rate

0.004 MW/s

frequency limit above which a power reduction occurs

50.2 Hz

frequency limit below which a power increase can take

50.05 Hz

place

For reasons of clarity, only the Wind Turbine 1 will be used for the demonstration of the
frequency-dependent active power output. The frequency-dependent active power
output controllers of the other wind turbines will be turned off.

The P-f-controllers (active power frequency controllers) of all controlling generation
units present in the network will be switched off in order to avoid any reaction to the
frequency deviations (Figure 7). As a result, the response of the frequency-dependent
active power output controller of the Wind Turbine 1 can be better observed.
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Figure 7 Plant control display

Figure 8 shows the use of the frequency-dependent active power output at the wind
turbine 1.

Figure 8 Use of the frequency-dependent active power output

The red curve shows the network frequency.
The blue curve shows the active power of the Wind Turbine 1.
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At time 1: Using the trainer functionality, a frequency disturbance in the network is
simulated by setting the grid frequency target value to 51.2 Hz. The grid frequency
increases (red curve). Since the frequency-dependent active power output controller at
the wind turbine 1 is active, a reduction of the feed-in power is performed depending on
the grid frequency (as soon as the grid frequency reaches 50.2 Hz).
At time 2: The grid frequency reaches the target value. Then a new grid frequency target
value of 50 Hz is set using the trainer functionality. The frequency decreases (red
curve). The feed-in power of the wind turbine 1 increases as a function of the frequency.
At time 3: A new grid frequency target value of 51.2 Hz is set again.
At time 4: A new grid frequency target value of 50 Hz is set using the trainer
functionality. The frequency decreases (red curve) and the feed-in power of the wind
turbine 1 increases again (blue curve).
The courses of the blue curve in the time intervals (1-2) and (3-4) resp. (2-3) and (4 time at which 50.2 Hz is reached) are almost identical. The explanation lies in the
gradient control (Subsection 5.2.3.1.2 in the thesis main volume).

1.2.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 9 User interface for the frequency-dependent active power output controller
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1.2.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 10 Tab “Frequency-dependent active power output” of the wind turbine
dialogue

1.3
1.3.1

Reactive power output of renewable energy plants
Requirements

The models already implemented for photovoltaic systems, wind turbines and biogas
power plant in the network training system at the beginning of the thesis could either
deliver a fixed level of reactive power or perform voltage/reactive power control (V-Q
control). These models should now be extended to include the reactive power output
modes “Fixed cos ” and “characteristic curve cos (P)”. The mode “Q-V characteristic
curve” will not be implemented in this thesis.
As long as a mode selection is possible, only one of the three modes (“fixed reactive
power”, “fixed cos ” or “characteristic curve cos (P)”) should be selectable at any
time. Once a mode is selected and active, the computation of the reactive power to be
delivered is done accordingly. The reactive power limits of the plant (maximum and
minimum reactive power) should be considered. At any time only one mode should
always be active. The newly implemented model of the hydroelectric power plant
should also have all three modes and the V-Q control.
14
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The operation of the V-Q control should not be affected in any way by the extensions.
The V-Q control should have a higher priority on the reactive power output modes. This
means that an activation of the V-Q control leads to an automatic deactivation of all
reactive power output modes.

If the necessary measures (declaration of process variables, communication with the
network training simulator) have been taken, the visualization interface should offer the
following settings and displays:
Specification of target values depending on the currently activated mode (only
possible for the modes “fixed cos ” and “fixed reactive power”)
Display of the current target value of the activated mode (only possible for the
modes “fixed cos ” and “fixed reactive power”)
Display of the actual reactive power supply

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation of a reactive power output mode
Specification of a target value, if necessary (depending on the selected mode)
Specification of the minimum active power, if the plant has the mode “ cos (P)“
Display of the actual activated reactive power output mode
Display of the actual target value of an activated mode (depending on the
selected mode)
Display of the reactive power limits of the plant (maximum and minimum
reactive powers)
Display of the actual reactive power supply
Display of the minimum active power, if the plant has the mode “ cos (P)“

1.3.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 11 shows the interaction between the V-Q control and the mentioned reactive
power output modes.
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Checking of the currently activated
mode
[Fix reactive power]

[Fix phase shift factor]
[cosφ(P)]

Determination of the plant target reactive power
as function of the actual active power by using the
characteristic curve cosφ(P)
Determination of the plant target reactive
power from the set or specified phase shift
factor and the actual active power of the
plant

Setting of the plant target reactive
power to the set or specified reactive
power value

Handover of the plant target
reactive power

Figure 11 Flow diagram for the reactive power output

1.3.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out. A later implementation of the mode “Q-V
characteristic curve” (if required) is not a big hurdle since with the current
implementation, the basis was prepared in the network training simulator.

Assume the wind turbine 1 with the given parameters in Table 1 and installed at the
station “Mitte 20kV Wind” (Figure 2). The reactive power output controller has the
following parameters:

16
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Table 4 Data of the reactive power output controller of the wind turbine 1 at the station
“Mitte 20kV Wind”
Parameters

Values

Mode

Cosφ(P)

Minimum active power for Cosφ(P) mode

0 MW

Name of the Cosφ(P) characteristic curve

COSPHI_TYP_01

Figure 12 shows the form of the chosen Cosφ(P) characteristic curve.
cos φ

overexcited

0,95

0,5

0,9
1

0

P/Pr

underexcited

1

0,1

0,95

Figure 12 Cosφ(P) characteristic curve of the wind turbine 1

Figure 13 shows the use of the reactive power output at the wind turbine 1 in different
reactive power modes. Figure 14 shows the same information as Figure 13, but
additionally comprises the voltage curve for the demonstration of the voltage control.
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Figure 13 Use of the reactive power output at the wind turbine 1 in different reactive
power modes
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Figure 14 Use of the reactive power output at the wind turbine 1 in different reactive
power modes and voltage control

The red curve shows the active power of the wind turbine 1.
The white curve shows the reactive power of the wind turbine 1.
The yellow curve shows the voltage at the busbar of the wind turbine 1.

From time 1 to time 2: Using the trainer functionality, the wind speed is stepwise
increased from 4 m/s to 10 m/s. Thereby the feed-in active power of the wind turbine
increases (red curve). The reactive power output mode is set to “Cosφ(P)”. The reactive
power supply of the wind turbine (white curve) is performed according to the Cosφ(P)
characteristic curve (Figure 12).
At time 3: The reactive power output mode is set to “Fixed Cosφ”. At that time, the
actual value of Cosφ lies at 0.95 (underexcited). A target value of 0.95 (overexcited) is
given. The reactive power supply of the plant is adjusted by the controller.
At time 4: The reactive power output mode is still at “Fixed Cosφ” and a new target
value of 1 is set.
At time 5: The reactive power output mode is set to “Fixed reactive power”. At that
time, the actual value of the reactive power lies at 0 MVAr. A target value of 1 MVAr is
set.
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At time 6: The reactive power output mode is still at “Fixed reactive power” and a new
target value of -0.5 MVAr is set.
At time 7: The V-Q control (voltage reactive power control) is activated. This leads to
an automatic deactivation of the reactive power output mode. A voltage target value of
20 kV is given. The reactive power supply to achieve the given target value influences
the voltage at the busbar (yellow curve). The actual busbar voltage value doesn´t reach
20 kV, because the minimum reactive power of the plant (1.5 MVAr) is reached before.

1.3.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

There is no user interface for this function.

1.3.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 15 Tab “Reactive power” of the wind turbine dialogue
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Figure 16 Tab “V-Q control” of the wind turbine dialogue

1.4
1.4.1

Frequency protection relay (only the overfrequency protection function)
Requirements

The frequency relay model in the network training system should be extended with an
overfrequency protection function. The fact that the operation of the existing frequency
relay model (with underfrequency protection function) in the network training system is
based on the principle of frequency deviation should be taken into consideration during
the extension. The frequency tripping value and the tripping time of the protection level
should be specified as parameters in the data model. For the overfrequency protection
function as for the underfrequency function, exclusively only one protection level
should be adjustable.

The visualization interface should not offer any setting possibilities of the relay. It
should, if the necessary measures (declaration of process variables in the feeder,
communication with the network training simulator) have been taken, show the state of
the relay (activated, tripped).

The trainer interface should offer for each protection level per protective function the
following settings and displaying possibilities:
Change of the tripping frequency value
21
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Change of the tripping time
Influencing of the tripping indication
Influencing of the activation state
Displaying of the set tripping frequency value
Displaying of the set tripping time
Displaying of the tripping indication
Displaying of the activation state

1.4.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

1.4.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the frequency protection relay at the wind turbine 1 (at the station “Mitte 20
Wind”) and having the following parameters:

Table 5 Data of the frequency protection relay at the wind turbine 1
Parameters

Values

Tripping frequency value

49.85 Hz

(underfrequency)
Tripping time (underfrequency)

0.1 s

Tripping frequency value (overfrequency)

51 Hz

Tripping time (overfrequency)

0.1 s

Figure 17 shows the use of the frequency relay.
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Figure 17 Use of the frequency relay at the wind turbine 1 at the station “Mitte 20
Wind”

The white curve shows the grid frequency.
The red curve shows the switching state of the circuit breaker at the wind turbine 1.
Using the trainer functionality, the grid frequency is influenced so that a disconnection
of the wind turbine through the frequency relay is achieved.

At time 1: The grid frequency is at 50 Hz. The wind turbine 1 is connected to the grid.
At time 2: A change in the grid frequency to 49.8 Hz is set using the trainer
functionality. The grid frequency decreases.
At time 3: The grid frequency reaches 49.85 Hz. The underfrequency protection
function of the frequency protection relay detects the violation. The frequency
protection relay is activated and disconnects the wind turbine 1 after elapse of the
tripping time.
At time 4: A change in the grid frequency to 50 Hz is set using the trainer functionality.
The grid frequency rises. The circuit breaker at the wind turbine 1 is switched on.
At time 5: Again using the trainer functionality, a change in the grid frequency to 51.5
Hz is set. The grid frequency rises.
At time 6: The grid frequency reaches 51 Hz. The overfrequency protection function of
the frequency protection relay detects the violation. The frequency protection relay gets
excited and disconnects the wind turbine 1 after elapse of the tripping time.
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Figure 18 shows the switching state after the disconnection of the wind turbine 1 by the
frequency protection relay.

Figure 18 Switching state after disconnection of the wind turbine 1 by the frequency
protection relay

1.4.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, the protection relay
activation and tripping messages are displayed.
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1.4.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 19 Tab “Factors for lower limit” of the frequency protection relay dialogue

Figure 20 Tab “Messages for lower limit” of the frequency protection relay dialogue
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Figure 21 Tab “Factors for upper limit” of the frequency protection relay dialogue

Figure 22 Tab “Messages for upper limit” of the frequency protection relay dialogue

1.5
1.5.1

Q-V-protection relay (reactive power - under voltage - protection)
Requirements

The model of the Q-V-protection operates as described in Subsection 5.2.3.1.5 in the
thesis main volume. All required parameters should be given in the data model.
Exclusively the generator reference arrow system should be used.

The visualization interface should not offer any setting possibilities of the Q-V26
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protection. It should, if the necessary measures (declaration of process variables in the
feeder, communication with the network training simulator) have been taken, show the
state of the Q-V-protection (activated, tripped).

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displaying possibilities:
Selection of the mode for detecting the reactive power threshold
Tripping quadrant selection
Target value specification of the tripping voltage
Target value specification of the enabling current
Target value specification of tripping times (at generation units and at the grid
connection point of the generation plant)
Target value specification of the reactive power threshold
Target value specification of the minimum phase shift angle
Influencing of the tripping indicator (for tripping at generation units and at the
grid connection point of the generation plant)
Influencing of the activation state
Display of the set trigger voltage
Display of the set enabling current
Display of the set tripping times
Display of the set reactive power threshold
Display of the set minimum phase shift angle
Display of the tripping indicator (for tripping at generation units and at the grid
connection point of the generation plant)
Display of the activation state

1.5.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
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1.5.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Assume the Q-V protection relay for the protection of the 3 wind turbines at the station
“Mitte 20Wind” and the protection of the entire wind farm. The Q-V protection relay
has the following parameters:

Table 6 Parameters of the Q-V protection relay
Parameters

Values

Tripping voltage

18 kV

Enabling current

25 A

Tripping time at the generation units

0.5 s

Tripping time at the grid connection

1.5 s

point
Reactive power threshold

500 kVAr, underexcited

Tripping quadrant

4th quadrant

Protected units

All 3 wind turbines in the wind farm

For reasons of clarity, only the wind turbine 1 is used for the demonstration. Therefore,
both other wind turbines are turned off. Figure 23 shows the connection point of the
wind farm to the grid (at the station “Mitte 20”). Figure 24 shows the structure of the
wind farm.
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Figure 23 Connection point of the wind farm to the grid (at the station “Mitte 20”)
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Figure 24 Station display of the wind farm

Figure 25 shows the use of the Q-V protection relay.
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Figure 25 Use of the Q-V protection relay

In the left figure:
The red curve shows the reactive power at the grid connection point of the wind farm (at
the station “Mitte 20”).
The white curve shows the active power of the wind turbine 1.
The yellow curve shows the reactive power of the wind turbine 1.
The green curve shows the switching state of the circuit breaker at the grid connection
point of the wind farm (at the station “Mitte 20”).
The blue curve shows the switching state of the circuit breaker at the wind turbine 1.

In the right figure:
The red curve shows the actual voltage at the grid connection point of the wind farms
(at the station “Mitte 20”).
The white curve shows the tap position of the transformer 71.

At time 1: The tap position of the transformer 71 is gradually reduced to cause a voltage
drop in its supplying network group. The wind farm is in this network group (Figure
23).
At time 2: The tripping criteria of the Q-V protection relay are met. The wind turbine 1
is disconnected from the network 0.5 s after the relay activation.
At time 3: The tap position of the transformer 71 is gradually increased in order to
enable a successful reconnection of the wind turbine 1.
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At time 4: The wind turbine 1 is reconnected.
At time 5: Using the trainer functionality, a fault (blocking) is set on the circuit breaker
at the wind turbine 1. As consequence, this circuit breaker can neither be switched on
nor off.
At time 6: The tap position of the transformer 71 is gradually reduced to cause a voltage
drop in its supplying network group.
At time 7: The tripping criteria of the Q-V protection are met. The Q-V protection relay
engages the disconnection of the wind turbine 1 0.5 s after its (relay) activation. Since
the circuit breaker at the wind turbine 1 is disturbed (blocked), the wind turbine 1 is not
disconnected. Then, the Q-V protection relay engages the disconnection of the wind
farm 1.5 s after the relay activation. The circuit breaker at the grid connection point of
the wind farm is switched off.
At time 8: The tap position of the transformer 71 is gradually increased in order to
enable a successful reconnection of the wind farm.
At time 9: The circuit breaker at the grid connection point is switched on.
At time 10: Using the trainer functionality, the 3rd quadrant is set as tripping quadrant.
At time 11: The tap position of the transformer 71 is gradually reduced to cause a
voltage drop in its supplying network group.
At time 12: Although the tap position of the transformer is lesser than the tap position at
time 8, there is no reaction of the Q-V protection because the release quadrant is not
fulfilled for a disconnection.
At time 13: Using the trainer functionality, the 4th quadrant is set back as tripping
quadrant. This leads to a disconnection of the wind farm (the fault on the circuit breaker
of the wind turbine 1 is still present. Otherwise the wind turbine 1 would have been
disconnected.).

Figure 26 shows further disconnections by voltage protection relays in the grid due to
the voltage drop in the network group of the transformer 71.
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Figure 26 Disconnections by voltage protection relays in the grid due to the voltage
drop in the network group of the transformer 71

1.5.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, the protection relay
activation and tripping messages are displayed.
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1.5.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 27 Tab “Tripping criteria” of the Q-V protection relay dialogue
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Figure 28 Tab “Messages” of the Q-V protection relay dialogue

Figure 29 Tab “Tripping quadrants” of the Q-V protection relay dialogue
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1.6

Underimpedance protection relay

1.6.1

Requirements

The underimpedance protection relay model should work as described in Subsection
5.2.3.1.6 in the thesis main volume. All required parameters should be given in the data
model.

The visualization interface should not offer any setting possibilities of the relay. It
should, if the necessary measures (declaration of process variables in the feeder,
communication with the network training simulator) have been taken, show the state of
the relay (activated, tripped).

The trainer interface should offer for each protection level per protective function the
following settings and displaying possibilities:
Change of the tripping voltage
Change of the tripping current
Change of the tripping time
Influencing of the tripping indicator
Influencing of the activation state
Display of the set tripping voltage
Display of the set tripping current
Display of the set tripping time
Display of the tripping indicator
Display of the activation state

1.6.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
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1.6.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the model was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Assume the underimpedance protection relay for protecting the photovoltaic plant at the
station “Smart 1”. The underimpedance protection relay has the following parameters:

Table 7 Parameters of the underimpedance protection relay at the photovoltaic plant at
the station “Smart 1”
Parameters

Values

Tripping voltage

18 V

Tripping current

360 A

Tripping time

0.1 s
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Figure 30 Photovoltaic plant at the station “Smart 1”
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Figure 31 Setting disturbances on the steps of the definite time overcurrent protection
and the distance protection relays at the feeder “E_SM01__UEBER” at the station
“Smart 1”

Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the use of the relay.
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Figure 32 Network state after the disconnection of the short circuit on the line between
the stations “Smart 1” and “Übergabestation”

Figure 33 Log with protection messages

Using the trainer functionality, a short circuit (red lightning symbol in Figure 32) is
placed on the line between the stations “Smart 1” and “Übergabestation”. Prior to that, a
disturbance is set to all levels of the definite time overcurrent protection and the
distance protection relays at the feeder “E_SM01__UEBER” (circled in blue in Figure
32) to simulate a protection fault (Figure 31). It is thus achieved that these protection
relays at that feeder do not react faster that the underimpedance relay and do not
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disconnect the line. After the occurrence of the short circuit, various protection relays
are activated, but only two relays (the distance relay at the feeder “E_UEBER_SM01_”
(circled in green in Figure 32) and the underimpedance relay at the PV plant) trip
(Figure 32 and Figure 33).
In Figure 33, the blue marked line represents the activation message at time
14:38:32:485 and the orange marked line shows the tripping message at time
14:38:32:585 of the underimpedance relay. The time difference is 0.1 s and corresponds
to the set tripping time (in Table 7). The green marked line represents the switch-off
message of the circuit breaker at the PV plant.

1.6.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, the protection relay
activation and tripping messages are displayed.

1.6.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 34 Tab “Tripping factors” of the underimpedance protection relay dialogue
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Figure 35 Tab “Messages” of the underimpedance protection relay dialogue

1.7
1.7.1

Hydroelectric power plant (storage and run-of-the-river)
Requirements

The water flow rate to the turbine(s) depends on the required power at the output of the
power plant. If the power schedule mode of the generator is activated, the power
generation (active and reactive power) is according to the specified power schedule. If
the power schedule mode is deactivated, then the produced active power refers to the
specified target value. The reactive power depends in turn on the set reactive power
output mode and the specified target value. The reactive power output mode should be
selectable during the simulation.
The model should have a V-Q controller for performing voltage reactive power control.
This control should have a higher priority than the reactive power output mode and
should, when activated, perform the control of the reactive power supply for achieving
voltage stability according to the specified target voltage value. Settings for active
power frequency control should be possible.
If the water flow schedule mode is active, then the water flow in the water reservoir is to
take place according to the specified water flow schedule. If this schedule is
deactivated, the water flow refers to the specified target value. If the water volume in
the reservoir exceeds the specified upper warning limit, an alarm should be triggered. If
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the water volume continues to rise and exceeds the specified upper critical limit, then an
automatic discharge of the water reservoir should be performed. Water is discharged
from the reservoir with a specified target water flow rate. If the water volume in the
storage is below the specified lower warning limit, an alarm should be triggered. If the
water volume continues to fall and gets below the specified lower critical limit, then an
automatic shutdown of the hydroelectric power plant should be engaged.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the power schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Activation and deactivation of the active power frequency control (power plant
control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange power control,
grid exchange power control)
Target value specification of the active power
Target value specification of the reactive power
Target value specification of the voltage
Target value specification of the reservoir discharge water flow rate (except for
pumped storage power plant)
Display of the state of the power schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the controllers for the active power frequency control
(power plant control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange
power control, grid exchange power control) (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the actual active power and the target active power value
Display of the actual reactive power
Displays the actual voltage and the target voltage values (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
Display of the water reservoir state (alarm if the water volume in the reservoir
exceeds or falls below predefined water volumes; alarm for automatic
disconnection of the generator and automatic discharge of the water reservoir)
Display of the actual water volume in the reservoir
Display of the actual water flow rate in the reservoir (except for pumped storage
power plant)
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Display of the actual water discharge flow rate of the reservoir (except for
pumped storage power plant)
Display of the actual water flow rate to the turbine

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the power schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the water flow schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Activation and deactivation of the active power frequency control (power plant
control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange power control,
grid exchange power control)
Specification of a target value for the active power
Specification of a target value for the reactive power
Specification of a target value for the voltage
Specification of the water volume in the water reservoir
Specification of the water flow rate in the water reservoir (except for pumped
storage power plant)
Specification of the reservoir water discharge flow rate (except for pumped
storage power plant)
Selection of the reactive power output mode and specification of the target
values
Display of the state of the power schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the water flow schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the controllers for the active power frequency control
(power plant control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange
power control, grid exchange power control) (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the active power limits (Pmin and Pmax)
Display of reactive power limits (Qmin and Qmax)
Display of the actual active power and the target active power value
Display of the actual reactive power
Displays the actual voltage and the target voltage values (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
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Display of the maximum water storage volume
Display of the actual water volume in the water reservoir
Display of the maximum water flow rate in the water reservoir (except for
pumped storage power plant)
Display of the maximum water discharge flow rate of the water reservoir (except
for pumped storage power plant)
Display of the actual water flow rate in the water reservoir (except for pumped
storage power plant)
Display of the actual water discharge flow rate of the water reservoir
Display of the actual water flow rate to the turbine
Display of the selected reactive power output mode and of the set target values

1.7.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 36 describes the procedure for determining the active and reactive powers.
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Checking if the power schedule is activated
[Yes]

[No]

Setting of the target active power to the
specified value

Gathering of the target active and target reactive
powers from the predefined schedules. If there
are no schedules available, then the target
powers are set to 0.

Checking of the V-Q controller state
[On]

Checking of the V-Q controller state
[Off]

[On]

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Off]

Determination of the activated reactive power
output mode
Determination of the target reactive power
depending on the activated reactive power
output mode

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

Checking of the water reservoir level. If the extreme
limits of the reservoir are reached, then the target
powers are set to 0.
Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates
Checking if the new actual active and reactive powers
are within their specified limits. If not, necessary
adjustments are performed.
Handover of the new actual active and reactive
powers
Determination of the new water reservoir level.
Thereby, the water flow rate into the reservoir is
taken into consideration.

Figure 36 Flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of an
hydroelectric power plant

1.7.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out. Since there is no hydroelectric power plant in
the current network, the demonstration will be performed using the hydroelectric power
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plant at the station “STZ03” in the HSE network. The HSE network is presented in
Chapter 7.
Assume the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant at the station “STZ03”and having
the following parameters:

Table 8 Parameters of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant at the station
“STZ03”
Parameters

Values

Minimum active power

0 kW

Maximum active power

45 kW

Minimum reactive power

41 kVAr, underexcited

Maximum reactive power

41 kVAr, overexcited

Reactive power output mode

Fixed Cosφ

Set value for the reactive power output mode

0.9

Maximum water reservoir volume

2000 m³

Waterfall height

10 m

Maximum water flow rate in the water reservoir

2 m³/s

Maximum water discharge flow rate of the reservoir

2 m³/s

Number of turbines

1

Figure 37 shows the use of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant in the
network training system.
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Figure 37 Use of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant at the station “STZ03”

In the left figure:
The red curve shows the active power of the hydroelectric power plant.
The white curve shows the reactive power of the hydroelectric power plant.
The yellow curve shows the target active power of the hydroelectric power plant.
The green curve shows the water flow rate in the water reservoir.
The blue curve indicates the water flow rate to the turbine.

In the right figure:
The red curve shows the volume of water in the water storage.

At time 1: The power schedules and the water flow schedule are active. The active and
reactive power supplies are carried out according to the predefined power schedules.
The water supply in the reservoir is carried out according to the predefined water flow
schedule.
At time 2: The power schedules and the water flow schedule are deactivated. The
default reactive power output mode is “Fixed Cosφ” with a set value of 0.9. The
variation of the reactive power (white curve) is due to the difference between the
scheduled reactive power supply and the reactive power supply with a Cosφ = 0.9.
At time 3: Target value specifications for the gradual increase of the active power
generation of the hydroelectric power plant are performed until the maximum active
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power is achieved. This leads to an increase of the water flow rate to the turbine to
produce the desired amount of power.
At time 4: Target value specifications for the gradual decrease of the active power
generation of the hydroelectric power plant are performed until the minimum active
power is achieved. This leads to a decrease of the water flow rate to the turbine to
produce the desired amount of power.
At time 5: Target value specifications for the increase of the active power of the
hydroelectric power plant are performed until the maximum active power is achieved.
The water flow rate in the water reservoir is less than the water flow rate to the turbine.
As consequence, the water volume in the water reservoir decreases.
At time 6: By means of the trainer functionality, the water flow rate in the water
reservoir is set to zero. As result, the water volume in the water reservoir continues to
decrease.
At time 7: Using the trainer functionality, the water flow rate in the water reservoir is
adjusted so that it is equal to the water flow rate to the turbine. As a consequence, the
water volume in the water reservoir remains constant.
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1.7.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 38 Control display of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant
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Figure 39 Station display of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant
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1.7.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 40 Tab “Schedule” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant dialogue

Figure 41 Tab “Active power” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant
dialogue
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Figure 42 Tab “Reactive power” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant
dialogue

Figure 43 Tab “V-Q control” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant dialogue
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Figure 44 Tab “P-f control” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power plant dialogue

Figure 45 Tab “Hydroelectric power plant” of the run-of-the-river hydroelectric power
plant dialogue
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1.8
1.8.1

Virtual power plant
Requirements

The virtual power plant should have a predefined active power generation characteristic
defined by a generation characteristic curve. This generation characteristic curve should
be defined during the data modelling. In the case of a power supply request, the virtual
power plant should run for a given time period (generation time) and should generate
power according to a specified active power generation curve. Once it´s running, it
cannot be interrupted by any signal and should shut down only at the end of the
generation time. After shutting down, the next power supply request is possible only at
the end of a predefined dead time. The output power change rate of the virtual power
plant must not exceed a predefined limit. The virtual power plant should operate with a
predefined power factor and should not affect the real load consumption.

1.8.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 46 describes the flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of
the load.
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Checking if the power schedule is activated
[Yes]

[No]

Gathering of the target active and target reactive
powers from the predefined power schedules. If
there are no power schedule available, then the
target powers are set to 0.

Setting of the target active power to the
specified value

Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates

Checking if the new actual active and reactive powers
are within their specified limits. If not, necessary
adjustments are performed.
Checking if the load has a virtual power plant
[Yes]

[No]

Checking of the state of the virtual power plant
[Active]

[Off or pause]

Checking if the load has demand response
[Yes]

Gathering of the virtual power plant´s target active
power from the predefined generation characteristic
and the target reactive power using the predefined
phase shift factor. If there is no power schedule
available, then the target powers are set to 0.

[No]

Checking of the state of the demand response
[Active]

[Not active]

Adding of the determined powers of the virtual
power plant to the powers of the load
Gathering of the virtual power plant´s target active
power from the predefined generation characteristic
and the target reactive power using the predefined
phase shift factor. If there is no power schedule
available, then the target powers are set to 0.

Adding of the determined powers of the virtual
power plant to the powers of the load

Handover of the new actual active and reactive
powers

Figure 46 Flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of a load
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1.8.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Assume the load group 3 incorporates a virtual power plant. This load group is
connected to the station “Smart 1”. The load group and the virtual power plant have the
following parameters (Table 9, Table 10 and Figure 47).

Table 9 Data of the load group 3 at the station “Smart 1”
Parameters

Values

Minimum active power

-10 MW

Maximum active power

0 MW

Minimum reactive power

-10 MVAr, underexcited

Maximum reactive power

10 MVAr, overexcited

Table 10 Data of the virtual power plant in the load group 3 at the station “Smart 1”
Parameter

Values

Maximal loading

1,25 MW

Dead time

15 min

Maximum ramping power rate

0.5 MW/s

Cosφ

0.95
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Figure 47 Generation characteristic of the virtual power plant in the load group 3 at the
station “Smart 1”

The schedule of the load group is first deactivated, and then an active power target value
of -7.5 MW (constant consumption) is set (Figure 48).

Figure 48 Load groups in the network

Figure 49 shows the operation of the virtual power plant in the network training system.
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Figure 49 Use of the virtual power plant in a load group

The red curve shows the active power consumption of the load group.
The white curve shows the reactive power consumption of the load group.

At time 1: The virtual power plant in the load group 3 receives an activation signal.
From time 1 to time 2: The virtual power plant is starting up. Due to the power supply
from the virtual power plant, an apparent reduction of the power consumption of the
load group can be observed at the connection point at the station “Smart 1”.
From 2 to time 3: The virtual power plant power supply is constant.
From time 3 to time 4: The virtual power plant is shutting down.
After time 4: The virtual power plant cannot be activated during a predefined dead time.
At the end of this dead time, the virtual power plant is again available for the next
power supply request.
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1.8.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 50 User interface for the operation of virtual power plants

1.8.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 51 Tab “Virtual power plant” of the load/load group dialogue

1.9
1.9.1

Transformer taps intertripping circuit
Requirements

The transformer taps intertripping circuit applies exclusively to transformers connected
in parallel. During the data modelling, it should be possible to define which
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transformers connected in parallel (limited to 2 transformers) possess a common
transformer taps intertripping circuit. The state (“MASTER” or “SLAVE”) of the
transformer taps intertripping circuit of each transformer should be settable. In the data
model, the initial states (at the simulator start) of the transformer taps intertripping
circuit at both transformers should be definable. The same applies to the maximum tap
position difference between both transformers.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Setting of the transformer taps intertripping circuit state (“MASTER”,
“SLAVE”)
Display of the transformer taps intertripping circuit state (“MASTER”,
“SLAVE”)

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Setting of the transformer taps intertripping circuit state (“MASTER”,
“SLAVE”)
Setting of a fault on the transformer taps intertripping circuit
Specification of any maximum tap position difference
Display of the transformer taps intertripping circuit state (“MASTER”,
“SLAVE”)
Display of the fault state on the transformer taps intertripping circuit
Display of the maximum tap position difference

1.9.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

1.9.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the model was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
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Assume the transformers 69 and 70 at the station “West 20”, connected in parallel and
equipped with a transformer taps intertripping circuit. The maximum tap position
difference (between both transformers) for the operation of the transformer taps
intertripping circuit is set to 3. Figure 52 shows both transformers as well as the states
of the transformer taps intertripping circuit and of the voltage control.

Figure 52 Parallel connected transformers 69 and 70 at the station “West 20”

Figure 53 shows the use of the transformer taps intertripping circuit in the network
training system.
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Figure 53 Use of the transformer taps intertripping circuit

The red curve shows the tap position of the transformer 69.
The white curve shows the tap position of the transformer 70.
The yellow curve shows the state of the transformer taps intertripping circuit at the
transformer 69.
The green curve shows the state of the transformer taps intertripping circuit at the
transformer 70.
In the yellow and green curves, 0 represents “Slave” and 1 means “Master”.

At time 1: The tap positions of both transformers are set at 3 and the transformer taps
intertripping circuit states of both transformers are set at “Slave”.
At time 2: The transformer taps intertripping circuit states of both transformers are still
at “Slave”. The change of the tap position of the transformer 69 does not trigger the
generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70.
At time 3: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is set to
“Master”.
At time 4: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is now
set at “Master” and the one of the transformer 70 is still set at “Slave”. The tap position
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change at the transformer 69 triggers the generation of a pulse for changing the tap
position of the transformer 70. The tap position change at the transformer 70 is
achieved.
At time 5: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 70 is set to
“Master”.
At time 6: The transformer taps intertripping circuit states of both transformers are now
set at “Master”. The change of the tap position of the transformer 69 triggers the
generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70. This pulse is
rather ignored. The tap position change at the transformer 70 is not achieved.
At time 7: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is set to
“Slave”.
At time 8: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is now
set at “Slave” and the one of the transformer 70 is still set at “Master“. The change of
the tap position of the transformer 69 does not trigger the generation of a pulse for
changing the tap position of the transformer 70.
At time 9: The tap positions of the transformer 69 and 70 are respectively at 2 and 5.
The transformer taps intertripping circuit states of both transformers are set at “Slave”.
At time 10: The transformer taps intertripping circuit states of both transformers are still
set at “Slave”. The tap position change (from 2 to 3) at the transformer 69 does not
trigger the generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70.
At time 11: The tap position change (from 3 to 2) at the transformer 69 does not trigger
the generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70. The tap
position change at the transformer 69 is possible only up till 2, since the set maximum
tap position difference (set at 3) between both transformers is reached.
At time 12: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is set to
“Master”.
At time 13: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is now
set at “Master” and the one of the transformer 70 is still set at “Slave”. The tap position
change at the transformer 69 triggers the generation of a pulse for changing the tap
position of the transformer 70. The tap position change at the transformer 70 is
achieved. Thereby, the tap position difference between both transformers remains
constant and within the set limit.
At time 14: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 70 is set to
“Master”.
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At time 15: The transformer taps intertripping circuit states of both transformers are
now at „Master”. The tap position change (from 3 to 4) at the transformer 69 triggers
the generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70. This pulse
is rather ignored. The tap position change at the transformer 70 is not achieved.
At time 16: The tap position change (from 4 to 3) at the transformer 69 triggers the
generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70. This pulse is
rather ignored. The tap position change at the transformer 70 is not achieved. The tap
position change at the transformer 69 is possible only up till 3, since the set maximum
tap position difference (set at 3) between both transformers is reached.
At time 17: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is set to
“Slave”.
At time 18: The transformer taps intertripping circuit state of the transformer 69 is now
set at “Slave” and the one of the transformer 70 is still set at “Master”. The tap position
change (from 3 to 4) at the transformer 69 does not trigger the generation of a pulse for
changing the tap position of the transformer 70.
At time 19: The tap position change (from 4 to 3) at the transformer 69 does not trigger
the generation of a pulse for changing the tap position of the transformer 70. The tap
position change at the transformer 69 is possible only up till 3, since the set maximum
tap position difference (set at 3) between both transformers is reached.
At time 20: The transformer taps intertripping circuit is deactivated. Then tap position
changes performed at both transformers lead to tap position differences great than the
set maximum tap position difference since the maximum tap position difference is only
valid as long as the transformer taps intertripping circuit is active.
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1.9.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 54 User interface for the transformer taps intertripping circuit

1.9.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 55 Tab “Transformer taps intertripping circuit” of the transformer dialogue

1.10 Transformer switch position intertripping circuit
1.10.1 Requirements
The transformer switch position intertripping circuit applies exclusively to transformers.
During the data modelling, the initial state (at the simulator start) of the transformer
switch position intertripping circuit should be definable. The transformer switch
position intertripping circuit of a transformer should be settable (“ON”, “OFF”). In the
state is “OFF”, it should not react. If it is “ON”, it reacts as described.
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A manual actuation on site or a remote actuation per command of one of both switching
elements should not cause any reaction of the transformer switch position intertripping
circuit.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the transformer switch position intertripping
circuit
Display of the state of the transformer switch position intertripping circuit
(“ON”, “OFF”)

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the transformer switch position intertripping
circuit
Setting of a fault on the transformer switch position intertripping circuit
Display of the transformer switch position intertripping circuit state (“ON”,
“OFF”)
Display of the fault state on the transformer switch position intertripping circuit

1.10.2 Modelling
The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

1.10.3 Implementation and demonstration
The implementation of the model was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the transformer 69 at the station “West 20”. Figure 56 shows the states of the
switching devices on both sides of the transformer.
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Figure 56 States of the switching devices on both sides of the transformer 69 at the
station “West 20” before the reaction of the transformer switch position intertripping
circuit
The trainer generates a short circuit on the busbar “SS2A”. The definite time
overcurrent protection relay on the secondary side of the transformer identifies the
short-circuit and actuates the circuit breaker on the secondary side of the transformer.
The transformer switch position intertripping circuit registers that the circuit breaker on
the secondary side of the transformer was switched off by the protection device and
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sends therefore a signal for switching off the circuit breaker on the primary side of the
transformer.

Figure 57 shows the states of the switching devices on both sides of the transformer
after the reaction of the transformer switch position intertripping circuit.

Figure 57 States of the switching devices on both sides of the transformer 69 at the
station “West 20” after the reaction of the transformer switch position intertripping
circuit
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1.10.4 Visualization user interface at the workstation
There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, only the disconnection
of the transformer can be seen.

1.10.5 Trainer user interface

Figure 58 Tab “Transformer switch position intertripping circuit” of the transformer
dialogue

1.11 Transmission interface frequency adjustment
1.11.1 Requirements
The operation of the transmission interface frequency adjustment should correspond to
the description in Subsection 5.2.3.1.11 in the thesis main volume. The frequency
adjustment is based on an adjustment of the active power at the slack node by the
leading slack infeed. Thereby a frequency influencing in the entire supply area of the
slack infeed is achieved (with effect on all network levels).
It should possible to activate and deactivate the function. If it´s “OFF”, it should not
react. If the function is “ON”, then the active power adjustment at the slack infeed
should be executed with a given active power change rate. The change rate should be
computed based on the predefined target frequency and the predefined change duration.
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The visualization interface should not offer any setting and display of the function. Only
installed measurement devices in the network and interactions (from regulation, or
protection devices) provide feedback over the frequency influencing.

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the function
Setting of a target frequency
Setting of the frequency change duration
Display of the function state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the set target frequency
Display of the set frequency change duration
Display of the actual slack generator
Display of the actual network frequency

1.11.2 Modelling
The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

1.11.3 Implementation and demonstration
The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Consider the entire network (Figure 5.4 in the thesis main volume). The active power
frequency controls (P-f controls) of all control power plants in the network are
deactivated (Figure 59).
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Figure 59 Power plant control display

Figure 60 shows the use of the function.
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Figure 60 Use of the transmission interface frequency adjustment

The red curve shows the actual network frequency value.

At time 1: A frequency target value of 51 Hz is set using the trainer functionality. The
network frequency increases.
At time 2: The network frequency reaches the target value.
At time 3: A frequency target value of 49.8 Hz is set. The network frequency decreases.
At time 4: The network frequency reaches the target value.
At time 5: The frequency influencing is deactivated. The frequency target value is set
automatically to the nominal frequency value (50 Hz). The network frequency gets back
to 50 Hz.
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1.11.4 Visualization user interface at the workstation
There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, only the frequency
variations can be seen.

1.11.5 Trainer user interface

Figure 61 Tab “Transmission network operator frequency” of the simulation
influencing dialogue

1.12 Transmission interface voltage adjustment
1.12.1 Requirements
The operation of the transmission interface voltage adjustment should correspond to the
description in Subsection 5.2.3.1.12 in the thesis main volume. The voltage adjustment
is based on a voltage adjustment through reactive power change at the slack node by the
leading slack infeed. Thereby a voltage influencing in the entire supply area of the slack
infeed is achieved with effect on all network levels.

The function should be capable of being activated and deactivated. If it is deactivated, it
should not react. If the function is activated, then the voltage adjustment should be
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executed with a given reactive power change rate. This change rate should be computed
based on the predefined target voltage and the predefined change duration.

The visualization interface should not offer any settings and displays of the function.
Only installed measurement devices in the network and interactions (from regulation
and protection devices) provide feedback over the voltage influencing.

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the function
Setting of a target voltage change on the basis of the nominal voltage of the
highest upstream level of the modelled network (change in percent of the
nominal voltage)
Setting of the voltage change duration
Display of the function state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the set target voltage change (target value)
Display of the set voltage change duration
Display of the actual slack generator
Display the deviation of the actual voltage at the slack generator from the
nominal voltage of the highest upstream level of the modelled network (in
percent)
Display of the actual voltage at the slack generator

1.12.2 Modelling
The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

1.12.3 Implementation and demonstration
The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.

Assume the entire network (Figure 5.4 in the thesis main volume). Figure 62 shows the
use of the function.
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Figure 62 Use of the transmission interface voltage adjustment

The curves show the voltage curves at busbars in various stations.
The left figure shows the curves of voltages at busbars in few stations at the 400 kV
voltage level.
In the middle figure, the curves of voltages at busbars in few stations at the 110 kV
voltage level are displayed.
The right figure shows the curves of voltages at busbars in few stations at the 20 kV
voltage level.

Using the trainer functionality, a voltage influencing is performed by setting a target
voltage value at the slack node (voltage curve in cyan in the left figure). It can be seen
that all voltage levels in the network are affected by the voltage influencing.

1.12.4 Visualization user interface at the workstation
There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, only the voltage
variations can be seen.
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1.12.5 Trainer user interface

Figure 63 Tab “Transmission System Operator voltage” of the simulation influencing
dialogue

2 Extended and revised models and functions
2.1

Wind turbine

2.1.1

Requirements

A model of a wind power plant was already implemented in the network training system
[61] and should now be extended. The model could work in the modes “manual wind
specification” or “wind speed schedule”. In the first mode, the manual specification of
the wind speed at 10 m height, the roughness and the wind turbulence at the installation
site of the wind turbine (wind farm) is possible. Then based on the speed at 10 m height
and the hub height of the wind turbine, the wind speed at the hub height of the wind
turbine is computed taking into account the roughness.
v hub _ height

v10 m .(

hhub _ height

)

a

Equation 1

10

where,
v h u b _ h eig h t

= wind speed at the hub height
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v1 0 m = wind speed at 10 m height
h h u b _ h eig h t

a

= hub height

= roughness

The wind turbulence (in %) allows the generation of stochastic wind fluctuations. For
this, a wind speed value around the computed wind speed at the hub height and lying
within the set tolerance range is stochastically generated. Then the determination of the
active power to be fed is based on this generated wind speed value and on the power
curve of the plant. The reactive power is derived from the active power and the
predefined power factor of the plant.

In the wind speed schedule mode, the power to be fed by the wind turbine is computed
from a predefined wind speed schedule (obtained from a forecast and based on the wind
speed at 10 m height). The computation steps are the same as in the first mode.

Each wind turbine should be assigned to a wind farm. Wind conditions (wind speed,
wind turbulence) and the roughness should be specified for each wind farm and should
apply throughout the respective wind farm.
In addition to the described modes, an extension of the model with a “power schedule
mode” should now be undertaken. In this mode, the simulation of the wind turbine is
directly based on a predefined power schedule (e.g. obtained from a power feed-in
forecast).
The resulted reactive power was so far computed from the active power and a fixed
predefined power factor. This approach should be completely replaced by a
determination of the reactive power based on the selected reactive power output mode
and the respective specified target values. The choice of the reactive power output mode
should be possible during the simulation.
The model should have a V-Q controller for performing voltage reactive power control.
This control should have a higher priority than the reactive power output mode and
should, when activated, perform a control of the reactive power supply for achieving
voltage stability according to the specified target voltage value.
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If a controller for feed-in management or for frequency-dependent active power output
of the wind turbine is necessary, then the definition and parameterization should be
implemented during data modelling.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Operation of the feed-in management controller
Operation of the controller for frequency-dependent active power output
Display of the actual wind speeds over the wind farm (at 10 m height and at the
hub height of the plant)
Display of the actual active power, reactive power, voltage and current
Quantities such as the frequency and power factor can also be displayed

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Selection of the simulation mode (manual wind specification, wind speed
schedule, power schedule)
Setting of the wind data over the wind farm (wind speed at 10 m height,
roughness, wind tolerance for the simulation of wind fluctuations)
Selection of the reactive power output mode and specification of the target
values
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Setting of a target voltage value (only valid if the voltage reactive power
controller is “ON”)
Activation and deactivation of the feed-in management controller
Activation and deactivation of the controller for frequency-dependent active
power output
Display of the active simulation mode (manual wind specification, wind speed
schedule, power schedule)
Display of the set wind data over the wind farm
Display of the selected reactive power output mode and the target values
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the active power limits (Pmin and Pmax)
Display of reactive power limits (Qmin and Qmax)
Display of the actual active power and the actual reactive power
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Display of the actual voltage and the specified target voltage (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
Display of the state and the specified target values of the feed-in management
controller
Display of the state and the specified target values of the controller for
frequency-dependent active power output

2.1.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 64 describes the procedure for determining the active and reactive powers.
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Checking of the activated mode
[Power schedule]

[Wind speed schedule]

[Manual wind specification]
Gathering of the wind speed over the wind farm
at 10 m height (where the wind turbine is
installed) from the predefined wind speed
schedule (e.g. from a forecast)
Gathering of the target active and target reactive
powers from the predefined power schedules. If
there are no power schedules available, then the
target powers are set to 0.

Determination of the wind speed at the hub
height of the wind turbine using the specified
wind speed over the wind farm at 10 m height,
the hub height and the roughness

Checking of the V-Q control state

Checking of the activated mode

[On]

[Off]

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Manual wind specification]

[Wind speed schedule]

Generation of stochastic wind speed
fluctuations, if the wind tolerance is different
from 0. Otherwise, jump this step.

Determination of the plant target active power
using the power characteristic curve of the wind
turbine and the actual wind speed

Execution of the feed-in management, if
available and active. Otherwise, jump this step.

Execution of the frequency-dependent active
power output, if available and active. Otherwise,
jump this step.

Checking of the V-Q control state
[On]
Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Off]
Determination of the activated reactive power
output mode
Determination of the target reactive power
depending on the activated reactive power
output mode

Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates
Checking if the new actual active and reactive
powers are within their specified limits. If not,
necessary adjustments are performed.

Handover of the new actual active and reactive
powers

Figure 64 Flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of a wind
turbine
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2.1.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the wind turbine1 at the station “Mitte 20kV Wind” (Figure 2) and having the
parameters given in Table 1.

Figure 65 shows the use of the wind turbine in the network training system.

Figure 65 Use of the wind turbine 1 at the station “Mitte 20 Wind“

The red curve shows the active power produced by the wind turbine 1.
The white curve shows the reactive power of the wind turbine 1.

The simulation mode and, if necessary, the wind conditions are set using the trainer
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functionality.

For the demonstration, the reactive power output mode of the wind turbine 1 is set to
“Cosφ(P)” (characteristic curve as in Figure 12).
At time 1: The simulation mode is set at “Active power schedule”. The active and
reactive power generations are according to the specified power schedules.
At time 2: The simulation mode is set to “Wind speed schedule”. The generated active
power is determined from the specified wind speed schedule.
At time 3: The simulation mode is set to “Manual wind setting”. The actual set wind
speed at 10 m height lies at 9 m/s. The wind speed is then manually continuously
increased from 9 m/s till 11 m/s.
At time 4: The wind speed is manually continuously decreased from 11 m/s till 7 m/s.
At time 5: A wind turbulence value is set for the simulation of wind fluctuations.

2.1.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 66 Overview display of the wind farm in the Smart Grid
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Figure 67 Station display of the station “Zwischenstation 3”

2.1.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 68 Tab “Simulation mode” of the wind turbine dialogue
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Figure 69 Tab “Active power” of the wind turbine dialogue

Figure 70 Tab “Reactive power” of the wind turbine dialogue
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Figure 71 Tab “V-Q control” of the wind turbine dialogue

Figure 72 Tab “Frequency-dependent active power output” of the wind turbine
dialogue
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Figure 73 Tab “Feed-in management” of the wind turbine dialogue

Figure 74 Tab “Wind turbine” of the wind turbine dialogue
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Figure 75 Tab “Simulation mode” of the wind farm dialogue

Figure 76 Tab “Wind data” of the wind farm dialogue

2.2
2.2.1

Photovoltaic plant
Requirements

A model of a photovoltaic system was already implemented in the network training
system [61] and should now be extended. This model worked only in the irradiance
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simulation mode. In this mode, the implemented DIN algorithm is used for computing
the sun position from the date, time and geographic coordinates of the installation site of
the plant. The irradiance on the solar generator surface (perpendicular to the incidence
of sunlight) is then computed from the sun position and under consideration of the solar
irradiance in the extra-terrestrial space (so-called “solar constant” E0) and the reduction
effects of solar irradiance caused by absorption and scattering (Rayleigh scattering and
Mie scattering).1 The solar constant has a value of
E0 = 1367 ± 2

W
m

Equation 2

2

This is followed by the determination of the incidence angle (angle between the solar
irradiance and the normal of the solar generator surface). From this angle of incidence
and the irradiance on the solar generator surface (perpendicular to the incidence of
sunlight), the computation of the irradiance on the inclined solar generator surface is
performed. At the end, the generated active and reactive powers of the PV system are
computed based on the irradiance on the inclined surface of the solar generator and the
system parameters (efficiency, power factor, area of the surface, temperature
coefficients). Figure 77 shows the flow diagram for determining the active and reactive
powers of the PV system in the irradiance simulation mode.
The influence of the weather conditions at the installation site of the PV system should
be considered. For this purpose, adjustments of the temperature (which affects the
power output) and the cloud density (which significantly affects the irradiance on the
solar generator surface) are possible. For the simulation of clouds passing over the PV
system, settings of the cloudy sky duration and the cloudless sky duration are possible.

1

Different gas molecules (ozone, water vapour, carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere cause the reduction by
absorption. The reduction by Mie scattering is caused by impurities in the air and the reduction by
Rayleigh scattering happens due to the molecular components of air which have a diameter smaller than
the light wavelength.[89]
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Determination of the sun position
Checking of the sun tracking system state
[On]

[Off]

Moving of the solar generator to follow the sun
path

Determination of the sun incidence angle
Determination of the solar irradiance on the
surface of the solar generator

Determination of the plant target active power
Checking of the V-Q control state
[On]
Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Off]

Determination of the target reactive power
from the set phase shift factor

Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates

Checking if the new actual active and reactive
powers are within their specified limits. If not,
necessary adjustments are performed.

Handover of the new actual active and reactive powers

Figure 77 Determination of the active and reactive powers of the PV system in the
irradiance simulation mode
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In addition to the described mode, an extension of the model with an “irradiance
schedule mode” and a “power schedule mode” should now be undertaken. If the
irradiance simulation mode is active, the generated power by the PV system is
computed from a given irradiance schedule (obtained from a forecast). The irradiance
mentioned here refers to the irradiance on the solar generator surface (perpendicular to
the incidence angle of sunlight). In the power schedule mode, the simulation of the PV
system is directly based on a predefined power schedules (e.g. obtained from a power
feed-in forecast).
The resulting reactive power was so far computed from the active power and a fixed
predefined power factor. This approach should be completely replaced by the generation
of the reactive power from the set reactive power output mode and the respective
specified target values. The choice of the reactive power output mode should be
possible during the simulation.
The model should have a V-Q controller for performing voltage reactive power control.
This control should have a higher priority than the reactive power output mode and
should, when activated, perform a control of the reactive power supply for achieving
voltage stability according to the specified target voltage value.
If a controller for feed-in management or for frequency-dependent active power output
of the photovoltaic system is necessary, then the definition and parameterization should
be implemented during data modelling.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the sun tracking system
Target value specification of the PV system elevation and azimuth orientation
angles
Operation of the feed-in management controller
Operation of the frequency-dependent active power output controller
Display of the state of the sun tracking system
Display of the actual elevation, azimuth and incidence angles
Display of the actual network voltage
Display of the irradiance at the installation site of the PV system
Display of the PV system elevation and azimuth orientation angles
Display of the temperature at the installation site of the PV system
Display of the state of the feed-in management controller
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Display of the state of the controller for frequency-dependent active power
output

The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Selection of the simulation mode (irradiance simulation, irradiance schedule,
power schedule)
Setting of the weather at the installation site (cloud density, temperature,
simulation of clouds passages over the PV system by adjusting the cloudy sky
duration and the cloudless sky duration)
Selection of the reactive power output mode and specification of the target
values
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Setting of a target voltage value (only valid if the voltage reactive power
controller is “ON”)
Activation and deactivation of the feed-in management controller
Activation and deactivation of the controller for frequency-dependent active
power output
Display of the active simulation mode (irradiance simulation, irradiance
schedule, power schedule)
Display of the set weather at the installation site of the PV system
Display of the selected reactive power output mode and the specified target
values
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the active power limits (Pmin and Pmax)
Display of reactive power limits (Qmin and Qmax)
Display of the actual active power and the actual reactive power
Display of the actual voltage and the specified target voltage (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
Display of the state and the specified target values of the feed-in management
controller
Display of the state and the specified target values of the controller for
frequency-dependent active power output
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2.2.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 78 shows the flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of the
PV system in the various simulation modes.
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Checking of the activated simulation mode
[Power schedule]

[Irradiance schedule]

[Irradiance simulation]
Determination of the sun position
Checking of the sun tracking system state
[On]

[Off]

Moving of the solar generator to follow the sun path
Gathering of the target active and target reactive
powers from the predefined power schedules. If
there are no power schedules available, then the
target powers are set to 0.
Checking of the V-Q control state
[On]

Determination of the sun incidence angle
Determination of the solar irradiance on the
surface of the solar generator

[Off]

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

Gathering of the irradiance on the surface
of the solar generator from the predefined
irradiation schedule (e.g. from a forecast)
Determination of the plant target active power
Execution of the feed-in management, if
available and active. Otherwise, jump this step.
Execution of the frequency-dependent active
power output, if available and active. Otherwise,
jump this step.
Checking of the V-Q control state
[On]
Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Off]

Determination of the activated reactive power
output mode
Determination of the target reactive power
depending on the activated reactive power
output mode

Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates
Checking if the new actual active and reactive
powers are within their specified limits. If not,
necessary adjustments are performed.
Handover of the new actual active and reactive
powers

Figure 78 Determination of the active and reactive powers of the PV system in the
various simulation modes
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2.2.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the PV plant at the station “Smart 1” (Figure 30). This PV plant has the
parameters given in Table 11.

Table 11 Parameters of the PV plant at the station “Smart 1”
Parameters

Values

Minimum active power

0 MW

Maximum active power

6 MWpeak

Minimum reactive power

5.7 MVAr, underexcited

Maximum reactive power

5.7 MVAr, overexcited

Reactive power output mode

Cosφ(P)

Figure 79 shows the use of the PV plant in the network training system.

Figure 79 Use of the PV plant at the station “Smart 1”
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In the left figure:
The red curve shows the active power of the photovoltaic plant.
The white curve shows the reactive power of the photovoltaic plant.
The yellow curve illustrates the state (1 is “ON”, 0 is “OFF”) of the sun tracking system
of the PV plant.

In the right figure:
The red curve shows the irradiance on the surface of the solar generator.
The white curve shows the cloud density over the solar generator.
The Cosφ(P) characteristic curve of the plant corresponds to the curve in Figure 12.
At time 1: The simulation mode is set to “Irradiance simulation”.2 The actual set cloud
density over the solar generator is at 0%. The cloud density is changed in steps of 25%
from 0% to 100%. Thereby, the irradiance decreases and as consequence, the active
power production decreases proportionally.
At time 2: The cloud density is changed in steps of 25% from 100% to 0%. Thereby, the
irradiance increases and as result, the active power generation increases proportionally.
At time 3: For the simulation of cloud passages, the cloud density is set to 25% (this
cloud density value is valid only as long as the cloud is over the solar generator,
otherwise it is 0%). The cloudy sky duration and the cloudless sky duration are both set
to 1 minute.
At time 4: The cloud density, the cloudy sky duration and the cloudless sky are all set
back to 0.
At time 5: The sun tracking system of the system is deactivated.
At time 6: The sun tracking system is activated. The loss energy earning of the PV plant
due to the deactivation of the sun tracking system can be seen.
At time 7: The simulation mode is set to “Power schedule”. The power generation
(active and reactive powers) of the PV plant is according to the specified power
schedules. The used active power schedule is set to 3 MW and the reactive power
schedule is set to 1 MVAr.
2

The solar irradiance obtained by simulating the photovoltaic plant over a full day is given in Appendix
A16.
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At time 8: The simulation mode is set to “Irradiance schedule” by means of the trainer
functionality. The generated active and reactive powers are determined from the
specified irradiance schedule on the surface of the solar generator. The used irradiance
schedule is set constant at 1 W/m².

2.2.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 80 Control display of the photovoltaic plant
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Figure 81 Station display of the photovoltaic plant

2.2.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 82 Tab “Simulation mode” of the photovoltaic system dialogue
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Figure 83 Tab “Weather” of the photovoltaic system dialogue

Figure 84 Tab “Active power” of the photovoltaic system dialogue
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Figure 85 Tab “Reactive power” of the photovoltaic system dialogue

Figure 86 Tab “V-Q control” of the photovoltaic system dialogue
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Figure 87 Tab “Frequency-dependent active power output” of the photovoltaic system
dialogue

Figure 88 Tab “Feed-in management” of the photovoltaic system dialogue
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Figure 89 Tab “Photovoltaic system” of the photovoltaic system dialogue

2.3
2.3.1

Biogas power plant
Requirements

A model of a biogas power plant was already implemented in the network training
system [61] and should be extended in this thesis. The supplied volume amount of
biogas in the gas engine depends on the required power at the output of the power plant.
If the power schedule mode of the generator is activated, the power generation (active
and reactive power) is according to the specified power schedule. If the power schedule
mode is deactivated, then the produced active power refers to the specified target value.
The reactive power depends in turn on the set reactive power output mode and the
specified target value. The reactive power output mode should be selectable during the
simulation.
The model should have a V-Q controller for performing voltage reactive power control.
This control should have a higher priority than the reactive power output mode and
should, when activated, perform a control of the reactive power supply for achieving
voltage stability according to the specified target voltage value. Settings for active
power frequency control should be possible.
If the gas flow schedule mode is active, then the gas flow in the gas storage is to take
place according to the specified gas flow schedule. If this schedule is deactivated, the
gas flow refers to the specified target value. If the gas volume in the gas storage exceeds
the specified upper warning limit, an alarm should be triggered. If the gas volume
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continues to rise and exceeds the specified upper critical limit, then an automatic
discharge of the gas storage should be performed. Gas is discharged from the storage
with a specified target gas flow rate and burned. If the gas volume in the storage is
below the specified lower warning limit, an alarm should be triggered. If the gas volume
continues to fall and gets below its specified lower critical limit, then an automatic
shutdown of the biogas power plant should be engaged.

The visualization interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the power schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Activation and deactivation of the active power frequency control (power plant
control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange power control,
grid exchange power control)
Specification of a target value for the active power
Specification of a target value for the reactive power
Specification of a target value for the voltage
Specification of the gas storage discharge flow rate
Display of the state of the power schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the controllers for the active power frequency control
(power plant control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange
power control, grid exchange power control) (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the actual active power and the target active power values
Display of the actual reactive power
Display of the actual voltage and the target voltage values (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
Display of the gas storage state (alarm if the gas volume in the storage exceeds
or falls below predefined gas volumes; alarm for automatic disconnection of the
generator and automatic discharge of the gas storage)
Display of the actual gas volume in the storage
Display of the actual gas flow rate in the storage
Display of the actual gas discharge flow rate of the storage
Display of the actual gas flow rate to the gas engine
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The trainer interface should offer the following settings and displays:
Activation and deactivation of the power schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the gas flow schedule mode
Activation and deactivation of the voltage reactive power controller
Activation and deactivation of the active power frequency control (power plant
control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange power control,
grid exchange power control)
Specification of a target value for the active power
Specification of a target value for the reactive power
Specification of a target value for the voltage
Specification of the gas volume in the gas storage
Specification of the gas flow rate in the gas storage
Specification of the gas storage discharge flow rate
Selection of the reactive power output mode and specification of the target
values
Display of the state of the power schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the gas flow schedule mode (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the voltage reactive power controller state (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the state of the controllers for the active power frequency control
(power plant control, primary control, frequency control, generator exchange
power control, grid exchange power control) (“ON”, “OFF”)
Display of the active power limits (Pmin and Pmax)
Display of reactive power limits (Qmin and Qmax)
Display of the actual active power and the target active power values
Display of the actual reactive power
Display of the selected reactive power output mode and of the set target values
Displays the actual voltage and the target voltage values (only valid if the
voltage reactive power controller is “ON”)
Display of the maximum gas storage volume
Display of the actual gas volume in the storage
Display of the maximum gas flow rate in the gas storage
Display of the maximum gas discharge flow rate of the gas storage
Display of the actual gas flow rate in the gas storage
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Display of the actual gas discharge flow of the gas storage
Display of the actual gas flow rate in the gas engine

2.3.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.
Figure 90 shows the flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of the
biogas power plant.
Checking if the power schedule is activated
[Yes]

Gathering of the target active and target reactive
powers from the predefined power schedules. If
there are no power schedules available, then the
target powers are set to 0.

[No]

Setting of the target active power to the
specified value
Checking of the V-Q controller state
[On]

Checking of the V-Q controller state
[Off]

[On]

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

[Off]

Determination of the activated reactive power
output mode
Determination of the target reactive power
depending on the activated reactive power
output mode

Determination of the target reactive
power (in the plant control module)

Checking of the gas storage level. If the extreme
limits of the storage are reached, necessary actions
are performed (see requirements).
Determination of the new actual active and reactive
powers of the plant using the determined target
powers and the power change rates
Checking if the new actual active and reactive powers
are within their specified limits. If not, necessary
adjustments are performed.
Handover of the new actual active and reactive
powers
Determination of the new gas storage level. Thereby,
the gas flow rates in the gas engine and in the storage
are taken into consideration.

Figure 90 Flow diagram for determining the active and reactive powers of the biogas
power plant
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2.3.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was done directly in the network training simulator
and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the biogas power plant at the station “Smart 2” and having the following
parameters:

Table 12 Parameters of the biogas power plant at the station “Smart 2”
Parameters

Values

Minimum active power

0 MW

Maximum active power

5 MW

Minimum reactive power

1 MVAr, underexcited

Maximum reactive power

1 MVAr, overexcited

Reactive power output mode

Fixed Cosφ

Set value for the reactive power output mode

0.9

Maximum gas storage volume

4224 m³

Maximum gas flow rate in the gas storage

2 m³/s

Maximum discharge flow rate of the storage

2 m³/s

Number of generators

1

Figure 91 shows the use of the biogas power plant in the network training system.
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Figure 91 Use of the biogas power plant at the station “Smart 2”

In the left figure:
The yellow curve indicates the target active power value of the biogas power plant.
The red curve shows the actual active power value of the biogas power plant.
The white curve shows the actual reactive power of the biogas power plant.
The green curve shows the gas flow rate in the gas storage.
The blue curve shows the gas flow rate in the engine.

In the right figure:
The red curve indicates the actual gas volume in the gas storage.

At time 1: The power schedules and the gas flow schedule are active. The active and
reactive power supplies are carried out according to the predefined power schedules.
The gas supply in the storage is carried out according to the predefined gas flow
schedule.
At time 2: The power schedules and the gas flow schedule are deactivated. The default
reactive power output mode is “Fixed Cosφ” with a set value of 0.9. The variation of the
reactive power (white curve) is due to the difference between the scheduled reactive
power supply and the reactive power supply with a Cosφ = 0.9.
At time 3: Target value specifications for the gradual increase of the active power
generation of the biogas power plant are performed until the maximum active power is
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achieved. This leads to an increase of the gas flow rate to the engine (to produce the
desired amount of power).
At time 4: Target value specifications for the gradual decrease of the active power
generation of the biogas power plant are performed until the minimum active power is
achieved. This leads to a decrease of the gas flow rate to the engine to produce the
desired amount of power.
At time 5: Target value specifications for the increase of the active power of the biogas
power plant are performed until the maximum active power is achieved. The gas flow
rate in the gas storage is greater than the gas flow rate to the engine. As consequence,
the gas volume in the gas storage increases.
At time 6: By means of the trainer functionality, the gas flow rate in the gas storage is
set to 0. As result, the gas volume in the gas storage decreases.
At time 7: Using the trainer functionality, the gas flow rate in the gas storage is adjusted
so that it is equal to the gas flow rate to the engine. As consequence, the gas volume in
the gas storage stagnates.
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2.3.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

Figure 92 Control display of the biogas power plant
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Figure 93 Station display of the biogas power plant
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2.3.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 94 Tab “Schedule” of the biogas power plant dialogue

Figure 95 Tab “Active power” of the biogas power plant dialogue
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Figure 96 Tab “Reactive power” of the biogas power plant dialogue

Figure 97 Tab “V-Q control” of the biogas power plant dialogue
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Figure 98 Tab “P-f control” of the biogas power plant dialogue

Figure 99 Tab “Biogas plant” of the biogas power plant dialogue
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2.4
2.4.1

Voltage protection relay
Requirements

At the beginning of the thesis, a model of a voltage protection relay was already
implemented in the network training system. However, the overvoltage protection
function and undervoltage protection function had each only a single protection level.
The protection relay model in the network training system should be adjusted so that the
maximum number of possible protection levels is configurable in the network training
system and can be applied for every voltage protection relay. The adjustments should
concern the overvoltage and undervoltage protection functions. The already
implemented operation of the protection relay is to be taken into account and should
remain unchanged.
The tripping voltage value and the tripping time of each defined protection level should
be specified as parameters in the data model.

The visualization interface should not offer any setting possibilities of the relay. It
should, if the necessary measures (declaration of process variables in the feeder,
communication with the network training simulator) have been taken, show the state of
the relay (activated, tripped).

The trainer interface should offer for each protection level per protective function the
following settings and displays:
Change of the tripping voltage
Change of the tripping time
Influencing of the tripping indicator
Influencing of the activation state
Display of the set tripping voltage
Display of the set tripping time
Display of the tripping indicator
Display of the activation state
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2.4.2

Modelling

The modelling was carried out according to the description and the requirements.

2.4.3

Implementation and demonstration

The implementation of the function was carried out directly in the network training
simulator and all necessary tests were carried out.
Assume the voltage protection relay at the load “KFZWE” (automobile factory) at the
station “Ost 20” and having the parameters given in Table 13.

Table 13 Data of the voltage protection relay at the load “KFZWE” (automobile
factory) connected to the station “Ost 20”
Parameters

Values

Tripping voltage value (undervoltage)

18.5 kV

Tripping time (undervoltage)

1s

Tripping voltage value (overvoltage)

21.5 kV

Tripping time (overvoltage)

1s

This protection relay protects the load “KFZWE” (automobile factory) at the station
“Ost20” from overvoltages and undervoltages. By changing the tap position of the
transformer 71, the voltage in the entire network group is influenced and thus also the
voltage at the load “KFZWE”.

Figure 100 illustrates the use of the voltage protection relay in the network training
system.
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Figure 100 Use of the voltage protection relay at the load “KFZWE” connected to the
station “Ost 20”

The red curve shows the switching state of the circuit breaker at the feeder
“E_OS020_KFZWE” in the station “Ost 20”. “1” means “ON” and “0” means “OFF”.
The white curve shows the voltage at the load “KFZWE”.
The yellow curve illustrates the tap position of the transformer 71.

At time 1: The tap position of the transformer 71 is continuously increased. This leads
to an increase of the voltage in the network group, and thus also of the voltage at the
load “KFZWE”.
At time 2: The set upper voltage limit of the voltage protection relay is reached. The
voltage protection relay actuates the circuit breaker and the load is disconnected.
At time 3: The tap position of the transformer 71 is decreased to enable a manual
reconnection of the load.
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At time 4: The load is reconnected to the network.
At time 5: The tap position of the transformer 71 is continuously decreased. This leads
to a reduction of the voltage in the network group, and thus also of the voltage at the
load “KFZWE”.
At time 6: The set lower voltage limit of the voltage protection relay is reached. The
voltage protection relay actuates the circuit breaker and the load is disconnected.

2.4.4

Visualization user interface at the workstation

There is no user interface for this function. At the workstation, the protection relay
activation and tripping messages are displayed.

2.4.5

Trainer user interface

Figure 101 Tab “Lower voltage limit factors” of the voltage protection relay dialogue
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Figure 102 Tab “Lower voltage limit messages” of the voltage protection relay
dialogue

Figure 103 Tab “Upper voltage limit factors” of the voltage protection relay dialogue

Figure 104 Tab “Upper voltage limit messages” of the voltage protection relay dialogue
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Figure 105 Tab “Fault” of the voltage protection relay dialogue

3 New functions to support the training
3.1
3.1.1

Snapshot
Implementation approach

For the realization of the function, both following approaches [87] are possible:
Use of the differential information to the original state
Use of the dynamic data model

3.1.1.1 Use of the differential information to the original state
In this method, a snapshot of the original network state (i.e. predefined network state
loaded at every start of the simulator) is generated automatically at each start of the
simulator. For that, the static and the dynamic data models are loaded and stored on the
simulator.
Later, in case of a manual initiation of the snapshot function by the operator, only the
information which differs from the information contained in the original network state
is stored (e.g. switch positions, transformer tap position). In fact, a comparison of the
actual network state with the original network state is performed and all discrepancies
(differential information) are stored.

When loading a chosen snapshot, the simulator is restarted and a sequential loading of
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all stored differential information in the simulator (from the respective snapshot) is
performed and a supplementing of the loaded original network state with the differential
information is required.

The advantage of this method is its low memory requirements, since only the
differential information is stored. The waiting time for loading and the high CPU time
due to the comparison of all the information represent the drawbacks of this method.

3.1.1.2 Use of the dynamic data model
In this method, the predefined network state is loaded at the start of the simulator. In
case of a manual initiation of the snapshot function by the operator, the dynamic data
model (e.g. dynamic feed-in data, dynamic switch data and dynamic transformer data) is
completely saved in a file. The dynamic data model always contains all current dynamic
data of components in the network and simulation data (feed-in data, transformer data,
data of switches, network size).
When loading a snapshot, only the stored dynamic information is loaded into the
simulator.

The low CPU time and fast loading are the main advantages of the method. However
the memory requirements for storing all dynamic data are to be mentioned as a
drawback, due to the fact that for every snapshot, a new file with the complete dynamic
data at the current time is created.

3.1.2

Implementation in the network training system

For the realization in the network training system, both approaches were compared and
at the end, the second approach “Use of the dynamic data model” was selected.
Given the technological advances in computer technology, the prices of storage devices
nowadays are much lower than in the past. Moreover, given a network and a
predetermined amount of memory on the storage device, the possible amount of stored
snapshots on the simulator can be limited to a specified amount. Once this specified
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amount is reached, a deletion of several existing snapshots must be performed before
the creation of new snapshots.
The fast loading represents a convenient attribute when using this method.

In the network training system, the trainer interface of this function looks as follows.

Figure 106 Tab “Creation” of the snapshot dialogue
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Figure 107 Tab “Operation” of the snapshot dialogue

In the network training system, this function enables:
the creation with name and comment,
the loading and
the deletion
of snapshots.

3.2
3.2.1

Scenario
Implementation approach

An external program (e.g. forecasting tool) generated the schedules of all or of some
selected generators and loads in the network. Then, the program loads a copy of the files
containing the static data model of the original network from the simulator and
overwrites the schedules of the selected generators and loads with their respectively
newly generated schedules. The resulting scenario is given a name and a comment by
the user. At the end, the scenario is transferred to the simulator and stored on it.
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When loading a selected scenario, a restart of the simulator with the static data (from the
static data model) and with the schedule values of the respective scenario is performed.

3.2.2

Implementation in the network training system

In the network training system, the trainer interface of this function looks as follows.

Figure 108 Scenario dialogue

In a separate piece of work associated with this project, a forecasting tool (external
program to generate schedules) was developed and connected to the network training
simulator.

In the network training system, this function allows:
the loading (with the option to choose the start time in the schedule) and
the deletion
of scenarios.
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3.3
3.3.1

Training session
Implementation approach

In [88], two possible implementation options of the function are mentioned. These are:
Use of the notebook method
Use of the dynamic data model

3.3.1.1 Use of the notebook method
In this method, each intervention or action from the trainer and the trainee during the
training session is recorded together with the corresponding time information (from the
simulation clock time) in a notebook on the network training simulator. The first entry
in the notebook represents the recording initial point. This first entry is made as soon as
a recording is started and at the same time, a snapshot of the network state is performed.
All subsequent entries are dependent on this first entry.

When loading the network state at a particular time point in the training session (time
corresponding to an entry in the notebook), the network state at the recording initial
point must first be restored. Then all events up to the selected time point must be played
back in order to obtain the desired network state.

Since only events triggered by the trainer and the trainee are saved, a low memory
requirement is necessary when using this method. However, much time is taken when
loading because all events between the recording initial point and the selected time
point must first be played back.

Another major drawback of this method is that the restored network state is not
completely consistent with the real network state at recording time. The problem arises
from components with storage capabilities (such as battery storage, hydro pumped
storage power plants). The storage levels of these components are stored only once in
the snapshot generated when starting the recording of a training session. These storage
levels are no longer recorded during the recording when events occur, although these
levels can change. This means that after loading the network state at a particular time
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point (different from the recording initial time point), the playback is done with the
storage levels recorded at the recording initial time point. This results in other
conditions in the network that are not fully consistent with the conditions during the
recording.
This problem does not occur as long as there are no components with storage
capabilities in the network.

3.3.1.2 Use of the dynamic data model
In this method, the predefined network state is loaded at the start of the simulator.
During the training session, each event triggered by the trainer and the trainee is saved
as a snapshot (according to the second method described in Subsection 3.1.2.2).

When loading a certain time point from the training session, the corresponding snapshot
is loaded into the simulator.

This method offers rapid loading, because the network state at the selected time is saved
in the snapshot and can be very quickly restored. However, this method has a
comparable high memory requirement since a snapshot is created for each individual
event.

3.3.1.3 New approach: Combination of the notebook method and the dynamic
data model based method
Since on one side the high waiting time when restoring the system state at the selected
time point and the problem about components with storage capabilities in the first
method, and on the other side the high memory requirements for storing snapshots in
the second method are not acceptable, a new approach is needed. This new approach is
a combination of both previous methods, making use of their respective advantages (fast
loading and less memory requirement).
Hereby prior to the recording of the training session, it´s checked if components with
storage facilities are present in the network. If it is not the case, the recording and
playback are made according to the notebook method.
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However, if components with storage capabilities are installed in the network, then the
recording and playback are performed according to the notebook method and a modified
version of the dynamic data model based method. When starting a recording, a snapshot
of the entire network state is made. During the recording of the training session, no
further snapshots of the entire network state are performed as events are triggered, but
only snapshots of the storage levels of components with storage capabilities. The
recording of the events into the notebook is made in parallel.
Thus, the drawbacks of both methods are compensated. Lower memory requirements
(compared to the dynamic data model based method) and faster loading (compared to
the notebook method) are achieved.

3.3.2

Implementation in the network training system

The new approach has been implemented in the network training system. The trainer
interface of this function looks as follows.
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Figure 109 Tab “State” of the training session dialogue
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Figure 110 Tab “Recording” of the training session dialogue
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Figure 111 Tab “Operation” of the training session dialogue
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Figure 112 Tab “Playback” of the training session dialogue

In the network training system, this function allows:
the start of the recording,
the stop of the recording,
the start of the playback,
the pausing of the playback,
the stop of the playback and
the deletion
of training sessions.
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3.4
3.4.1

Simulation management
Implementation approach

In the current version of the network training simulator, the simulation time is always
equal to the computer time. It means that after a change of the computer time and a
restart of the network training system, a loading of the schedule values at the new time
point (computer time) and the execution of the simulation from that time point are
performed. For the realization of this new function, a decoupling of the simulation time
from the computer time is required. For this, a structure for holding the simulation time
in the training simulator is necessary.
As result, at the start of the network training system, the simulation time is set equal to
the computer time and both times remain identical during the simulation. If the
simulation is halted, the simulation time stops counting and the computer time keeps on
counting. This leads to an offset between both times. As soon as the simulation is
reactivated, the simulation time runs again from its breakpoint and the offset between
both times remains constant. The operator can reset the offset to 0 at any time. This
leads to a setting of the simulation time to the system time, and to a loading of the
schedule values at the set new simulation time. The storage levels of components with
storage capabilities are unaffected during this process.

The setting of a new simulation time (corresponding to a time jump) leads to an offset
between simulation time and computer time. Thereby, defined schedule values at the set
simulation time are loaded, the storage levels of components with storage capabilities
remain unaffected and the simulation is continued. It is important to mention that the
offset can be both positive (simulation time greater or equal to computer time which
requires a jump into the future) and negative (simulation time less to computer time
which requires a jump into the past).
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3.4.2

Implementation in the network training system

In the network training system, the trainer interface of this function looks as follows.

Figure 113 Tab “State” of the simulation influencing dialogue

Figure 114 Tab “Simulation time” of the simulation influencing dialogue
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Figure 115 Tab “Transmission System Operator voltage” of the simulation influencing
dialogue

Figure 116 Tab “Transmission System Operator frequency” of the simulation
influencing dialogue

In the network training simulator, this function enables:
the pausing and resuming of the simulation,
the setting of the simulation time and
the resetting of the simulation time to the computer time.
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4 Appendices
A3
Measured load profile at a five-person household (1 minute sampled
measurements from a smart meter)

Figure 117 Active and reactive powers of a five-person household

Figure 118 Averaged ¼-h active and reactive powers of a five-person household
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Figure 119 Averaged ¼-h active and reactive powers of a five-person household Mo Fr

A4

Measured load profiles of some loads in the network of the DSO

“Vorarlberg Netz”

Figure 120 Smart Meter 1 (1 minute sampled measurements)
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Figure 121 Smart Meter 1 (averaged measurements)

Figure 122 Smart Meter 2 (1 minute sampled measurements)
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Figure 123 Smart Meter 2 (averaged measurements)

Figure 124 Smart Meter 3 (1 minute sampled measurements)
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Figure 125 Smart Meter 3 (averaged measurements)

Figure 126 Smart Meter 4 (1 minute sampled measurements)
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Figure 127 Smart Meter 4 (averaged measurements)

Figure 128 Smart Meter 5 (1 minute sampled measurements)
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Figure 129 Smart Meter 5 (averaged measurements)

A5

Measured generation profile of the PV system

Figure 130 AC active power of the PV system on a sunny day (1 minute sampled
measurements)
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Figure 131 AC active power of the PV system on a rainy day (1 minute sampled
measurements)

A6

Standard load profile H0

Figure 132 Standard load profile H0 (household)
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A7

Load profiles at nodes in the low voltage network

Nodes Load Profiles

Power

Scaling

factors

factors

Descriptions

1

-

-

-

Feed-in node

2

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

3

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

4

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

5

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

6

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

7

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

8

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

9

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

10

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

11

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

12

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Pylon

13

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

14

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Pylon

15

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

16

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

17

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

18

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

19

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

20

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

21

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

22

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

23

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

24

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

25

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

4

Four-family house

26

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

27

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

28

Load_P_PVBu_130613.txt

1

1

PV plant

29

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

1

One-family house
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Nodes Load Profiles

Power

Scaling

factors

factors

Descriptions

30

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

31

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

32

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

33

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

34

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

35

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

36

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

37

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

9

Nine-family house

38

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

39

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

40

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

41

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

42

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

43

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

44

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

45

Load_P_Schreinerei.txt

0.9

1

Carpentry

46

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

47

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

48

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

49

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

50

Load_P_const_1.txt

0.9

2000

Elevated tank

51

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

52

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

53

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

54

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

55

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

56

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Measuring pillar

57

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

58

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

59

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Switchbox

60

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house
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One-family house

Nodes Load Profiles

Power

Scaling

factors

factors

Descriptions

61

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

62

Load_P_VKW_2_010813.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

63

Load_P_VKW_3_030613.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

64

Load_P_VKW_4_020913.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

65

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Pylon

66

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Pylon

67

Load_P_VKW_5_011013.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

68

Load_P_MySmM_300913.txt

0.9

2

Two-family house

69

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Pylon

70

Load_P_VKW_1_010713.txt

0.9

1

One-family house

Load_P_const_0.txt

1

1

Transformer

71

secondary side
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A8

Lines in the low voltage network

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
Transformer

1

71 3.98E-03

1.83E-02

0.00E+00

-

-

-

-

Normalized
impedance at
low voltage

2

3

2.45E-02

1.50E-03

0.00E+00

17

1.44

0.088

0

2

4

1.21E-02

3.92E-03

1.28E-05

49

0.247

0.08

260.75

4

5

6.34E-02

3.87E-03

0.00E+00

44

1.44

0.088

0

4

6

4.03E-02

2.46E-03

0.00E+00

28

1.44

0.088

0

4

7

1.83E-02

5.92E-03

1.93E-05

74

0.247

0.08

260.75

4

22 2.08E-02

2.30E-03

5.68E-06

27

0.769

0.085

210.49
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XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XAY2Y-J
4x150SEHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XAY2Y-J
4x150SEHD
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
APMBU

4

23 1.48E-02

4.03E-03

2.05E-05

61

0.243

0.066

336.15

5

28 1.00E-06

1.00E-06

0.00E+00

-

-

-

-

7

8

3.46E-02

2.11E-03

0.00E+00

24

1.44

0.088

0

7

9

3.89E-02

2.38E-03

0.00E+00

27

1.44

0.088

0

7

10 3.54E-02

3.91E-03

9.68E-06

46

0.769

0.085

210.49

7

11 3.04E-02

1.98E-03

0.00E+00

22

1.38

0.09

0

CU (LK) 16

7

12 1.27E-02

2.62E-03

0.00E+00

32

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95

12

13 1.79E-02

1.17E-03

0.00E+00

13

1.38

0.09

0

CU (LK) 16

12

14 1.59E-02

3.28E-03

0.00E+00

40

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95

14

15 1.66E-02

1.08E-03

0.00E+00

12

1.38

0.09

0

CU (LK) 16

14

16 2.07E-02

1.35E-03

0.00E+00

15

1.38

0.09

0

CU (LK) 16

14

17 1.51E-02

3.12E-03

0.00E+00

38

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95

17

18 1.31E-02

2.71E-03

0.00E+00

33

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95

18

19 3.18E-02

6.56E-03

0.00E+00

80

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95
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4x150SM
PV plant
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

19

20 3.89E-02

2.38E-03

0.00E+00

27

1.44

0.088

0

19

21 3.46E-02

3.83E-03

9.47E-06

45

0.769

0.085

210.49

23

24 5.33E-02

3.26E-03

0.00E+00

37

1.44

0.088

0

23

25 4.46E-02

2.73E-03

0.00E+00

31

1.44

0.088

0

23

26 6.19E-02

3.78E-03

0.00E+00

43

1.44

0.088

0

23

27 9.50E-02

5.81E-03

0.00E+00

66

1.44

0.088

0

29

30 1.95E-02

6.32E-03

2.06E-05

79

0.247

0.08

260.75

30

31 1.73E-02

1.06E-03

0.00E+00

12

1.44

0.088

0

32

33 8.21E-02

3.24E-03

0.00E+00

36

2.28

0.09

0
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Line data
XY2Y-0
4x25RMHD
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XY2Y-0
4x25RMHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
AYY-0
4x150SE
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
YXCY-0
16+16SM

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
XAY2Y-J

32

34 2.00E-02

2.21E-03

5.47E-06

26

0.769

0.085

210.49

32

36 1.36E-02

3.70E-03

1.88E-05

56

0.243

0.066

336.15

32

41 1.83E-02

5.92E-03

1.93E-05

74

0.247

0.08

260.75

32

44 7.34E-02

4.49E-03

0.00E+00

51

1.44

0.088

0

34

35 4.46E-02

2.73E-03

0.00E+00

31

1.44

0.088

0

36

37 2.46E-02

2.72E-03

6.74E-06

32

0.769

0.085

210.49

36

38 2.59E-02

1.58E-03

0.00E+00

18

1.44

0.088

0

36

39 2.45E-02

1.50E-03

0.00E+00

17

1.44

0.088

0

36

40 1.36E-02

2.38E-03

1.13E-05

36

0.378

0.066

314.16

PMBU 4x95SM

41

42 8.21E-02

5.02E-03

0.00E+00

57

1.44

0.088

0

XYCY-0
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4x50SEHD
APMBU
4x150SM
AYY-0
4x150SE
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
3x25+25SM

41

43 4.03E-02

2.46E-03

0.00E+00

28

1.44

0.088

0

XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0

41

47 6.92E-02

7.65E-03

1.89E-05

90

0.769

0.085

210.49

3x50+50SM
Opened line

44

45 2.88E-02

1.76E-03

0.00E+00

20

1.44

0.088

0

45

46 5.18E-02

3.17E-03

0.00E+00

36

1.44

0.088

0

47

48 5.47E-02

3.34E-03

0.00E+00

38

1.44

0.088

0

47

49 3.60E-02

2.20E-03

0.00E+00

25

1.44

0.088

0

47

50 5.31E-02

5.87E-03

1.45E-05

69

0.769

0.085

210.49

47

56 2.12E-02

6.88E-03

2.24E-05

86

0.247

0.08

260.75
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XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
YXCY-0
3X25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD
AYY-0
4x150SE

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

51

52 2.59E-02

1.58E-03

0.00E+00

18

1.44

0.088

0

51

54 1.58E-02

9.68E-04

0.00E+00

11

1.44

0.088

0

51

55 4.03E-02

2.46E-03

0.00E+00

28

1.44

0.088

0

52

53 3.17E-02

1.94E-03

0.00E+00

22

1.44

0.088

0

56

57 4.92E-02

5.44E-03

1.35E-05

64

0.769

0.085

210.49

57

58 7.20E-02

4.40E-03

0.00E+00

50

1.44

0.088

0

59

60 2.02E-02

1.23E-03

0.00E+00

14

1.44

0.088

0

59

61 3.17E-02

1.94E-03

0.00E+00

22

1.44

0.088

0

59

62 5.90E-02

3.61E-03

0.00E+00

41

1.44

0.088

0
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Line data
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
XAY2Y-J
4x50SEHD
XYCY-G
3x25+25SM
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD
XYCY-0
3x25+24SMHD
XY2Y-0
4x25RMHD

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
XYCY-0

59

63 8.06E-02

4.93E-03

0.00E+00

56

1.44

0.088

0

59

65 1.75E-02

5.68E-03

1.85E-05

71

0.247

0.08

260.75

62

64 1.64E-01

1.00E-02

0.00E+00

114

1.44

0.088

0

65

66 1.51E-02

3.12E-03

0.00E+00

38

0.397

0.082

0

66

67 6.34E-02

3.87E-03

0.00E+00

44

1.44

0.088

0

66

68 1.24E-02

8.10E-04

0.00E+00

9

1.38

0.09

0

CU (LK) 16

66

69 2.46E-02

5.08E-03

0.00E+00

62

0.397

0.082

0

AL (ISO) 95

69

70 6.38E-02

2.52E-03

0.00E+00

28

2.28

0.09

0

71

2

3.56E-02

1.15E-02

3.75E-05

144

0.247

0.08

260.75

71

29 4.74E-02

1.54E-02

5.01E-05

192

0.247

0.08

260.75

71

32 2.77E-02

8.96E-03

2.92E-05

112

0.247

0.08

260.75
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3x25+25SM
XAY2Y-J
4x150SEHD
XYCY-0
3x25+25SM
AL (ISO) 95
XYCY-0
3x25+25SMHD

XYCY-0
3x16+16SM
XAY2Y-J
4x150SEHD
AYY-0
4x150SE
AYY-0

Nodes

R [Ω]

X [Ω]

B [S]

l [m]

R„[Ω/km]

X„[Ω/km]

B„[µS/k
m]

Line data
4x150SE

71

47 1.41E-02

4.56E-03

1.49E-05

57

0.247

0.08

260.75

71

51 1.26E-02

4.08E-03

1.33E-05

51

0.247

0.08

260.75

71

59 1.46E-02

4.72E-03

1.54E-05

59

0.247

0.08

260.75
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AYY-0
4x150SE
AYY-0
4x150SE
XAY2Y-J
4x150SEHD

A9

Line data of the IEEE case6ww network

The values of R, X and B are in per-unit.
Lines

From

To

R

X

B

1

1

2

0.2

0.1

0.04

2

1

4

0.2

0.05

0.04

3

1

5

0.3

0.08

0.06

4

2

3

0.25

0.05

0.06

5

2

4

0.1

0.05

0.02

6

2

5

0.3

0.1

0.04

7

2

6

0.2

0.07

0.05

8

3

5

0.26

0.12

0.05

9

3

6

0.1

0.02

0.02

10

4

5

0.4

0.2

0.08

11

5

6

0.3

0.1

0.06

A10 Line data of the network considered for the demonstration of the generation
management
The values of R, X and B are in per-unit.
Lines

From

To

R

X

B

1

1

2

0.01

0.006

0.00003

2

2

3

0.006408

0.002493

0.00001

3

3

4

0.006408

0.002493

0.00001

4

4

5

0.006408

0.002493

0.00001

5

5

6

0.006408

0.002493

0.00001

6

6

7

0.011369

0.004519

0.00001

7

7

8

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

8

9

10

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

9

10

11

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

10

2

12

0.015503

0.006032

0.00002

11

12

13

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001
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12

13

14

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001

13

14

15

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001

14

15

16

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001

15

16

17

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001

16

17

18

0.015503

0.006032

0.00002

17

18

19

0.005168

0.002011

0.00001

18

19

11

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

19

19

20

0.03824

0.014879

0.00005

20

20

21

0.007693

0.002734

0.00001

21

21

22

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

22

22

23

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

23

23

24

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

24

24

25

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

25

25

26

0.004961

0.00193

0.00000

A11

List of all existing models and functions at the beginning of the thesis

Categories

Models/functions

Network supply

Network supply

Conventional generation plants

Gas turbine power plant
Coal power plant

Renewable energy generation plants

Photovoltaic plant
Wind turbine
Biogas power plant

Storages units

Battery storage unit
Hydroelectric pump storage power plant

Loads

Controllable load
Influenceable load

Virtual power plant

Virtual power plant (type 2)

Transformers

Transformer without regulation
Transformer with in-phase regulation
Transformer with in quadrature regulation
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Neutral point treatment

Solidly grounded neutral point
Isolated neutral point
Resonant grounded neutral point

Coils

Fix coil
Stepwise adjustable coil
Continuous adjustable coil

Network equipments

Switches and isolators (different types)
Feeders (different types)
Busbar
Overhead lines and cables
Reactive power compensation unit
Network synchronization device
… and more

Measurement devices

Active power measurement device
Reactive power measurement device
Current measurement device
Voltage measurement device
Frequency measurement device

Protection devices

Definite time overcurrent protection relay
Dependent time overcurrent protection
relay
Distance protection relay
Voltage protection relay (with overvoltage
and undervoltage function)
Frequency protection relay (with only
underfrequency function)
Line differential protection relay
Transformer differential protection relay
Short-circuit indicator
Earth fault direction relay
Transient earth fault relay
Overcurrent indicator

Functions

Active power frequency control (P-f
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control)
Voltage reactive power control (V-Q
control)
Voltage control (at transformers)
Network synchronization check
Others

A12

Wind farm

List of all new, extended and revised models and functions

Categories

Models/functions

Renewable energy generation plants

Photovoltaic plant
Wind turbine
Biogas power plant
Hydroelectric power plants (run-of-the-river
and storage power plant)

Storages units

Hydroelectric pump storage power plant

Loads

Influenceable load

Virtual power plant

Virtual power plant (type 2)

Transformers

Transformer without regulation
Transformer with in-phase regulation
Transformer with in quadrature regulation

Protection devices

Q-V protection relay
Underimpedance protection relay
Voltage protection relay
Frequency protection relay

Functions

Feed-in management
Frequency-dependent active power output
Reactive power output mode
Transformer tap position intertripping circuit
Transformer switch position intertripping
circuit
Transmission interface frequency adjustment
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Transmission interface voltage adjustment
Snapshot
Scenario
Training session
Simulation influencing
Others

Wind farm

Greenó New functions and models
Yellowó Extended and revised models and functions

A13

Table of translated expressions

German expressions

English expressions

Abbrechen

Abort

Abschattungsdauer

Cloudy sky duration

Achtung

Attention

Achtung: Hier wird das

Attention: The producer arrow reference

Erzeugerzählpfeilsystem herangezogen!!!

system is applied here!!!

Aktualisieren

Refresh

Aktuell

actual

Aktiv

active

Alarm Obergrenze

Alarm upper limit

Alarm Untergrenze

Alarm lower limit

Alarmgruppe

Alarm group

Alarmnummer

Alarm number

Alarmstatus

Alarm status

Alarmzeit

Alarm time

Alles löschen

Delete all

Amplitudenfehler

Amplitude error

Anfangszeitpunkt der Simulation

Starting time of the simulation

Anschlussknoten am Netz

Grid connection node

Anzahl Messstellen

Number of measurement points

Anzahl von Momentaufnahmen

Number of snapshots
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Anzahl von Szenarien

Number of scenarios

Anzahl von Trainingsstunden

Number of training sessions

Auto Abschaltung

Automatic power off

Auto Entlastung

Automatic discharge

Anlage

Plant

Anregespannung

Excitation voltage

Anregezustand

Excitation state

Angeregt

Excited

Aufstellwinkel der PVA-Ebene

Surface orientation angle of the PV
system

Aufzeichnung

Recording

Aufzeichnung aktiv

Activated recording

Aufzeichnung pausiert

Paused recording

Aus

Off

Aus Lastflussrechnung

From load flow calculation

Ausführen

Execute/Apply

Ausgelöst

Tripped

Auslösefaktoren

Tripping factors

Auslösefrequenz

Tripping frequency

Auslösekriterien

Tripping criteria

Auslösemeldung

Tripping message

Auslösequadrant

Tripping quadrant

Auslösespannung

Tripping voltage

Auslösestrom

Tripping current

Auslösezeit

Tripping time

Auslösezeit am NAP

Tripping time at the network connection
point (NCP)

Auslösezeit an Einheiten

Tripping time at the units

Austritt

Outflow

Azimutwinkel

Azimuth angle

Batteriespeicher

Battery storage

Beckeneintritt

Reservoir inflow

Beckenentlastung

Reservoir discharge
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Bedienung

Operation

Beides

Both

Bereit

Ready

Bestrahlung

Irradiation

Betriebsmittel

Equipment

BGK = Biogaskraftwerk

Biogas power plant

Biogaskraftwerk

Biogas power plant

Biomasse

Biomass

Blindleistung

Reactive power

Blindleistungen von Generatoren

Reactive power of generators

Blindleistungsabgabemodus

Reactive power output mode

Blindleistungsschwelle

Reactive power threshold

BSA = Batteriespeicheranlage

Battery storage system

Cos phi

Cos phi

Datum

Date

Datum zurücksetzen

Reset date

Dauer

Duration

Defizit

Deficit

Distanzschutzrelais

Distance protection relay

E-Spule

Earth-fault suppression coil

Ein

On

Einheit

Unit

Einspeisungen-Verlauf

Feeding curve

Eintritt

Inflow

Ende

End

Energiemenge

Energy amount

Entlastung

Discharge

Erstellt

Created

Erstellung

Creation

Erzeugen

Generate

Erzeugerzählpfeilsystem

Producer arrow reference system

Erzeugungsmanagement

Feed-in management

F-Haltung

Frequency stabilisation
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Fahren

Ride

Fahrplan

Schedule

Faktoren für unteren Grenzwert

Factors for lower limit

Faktoren für oberen Grenzwert

Factors for upper limit

Fehler

Fault

Feste Blindleistung

Fixed reactive power

Fester Cosphi

Fixed cosφ

Freigabestrom

Release current

Frequenz

Frequency

Frequenzabhängige

Frequency dependent

Wirkleistungseinspeisung

output

Frequenzen-Verlauf

Frequency curve

Frequenzsteigung

Frequency slope

Funktion

Function

Füllstand

Fill level

Gasdurchfluss

Gas flow

Gasspeicherinhalt

Gas storage capacity

Gasstand

Gas level

Gasvolumen

Gas volume

Gasturbine

Gas turbine

Gemittelte ¼-h Leistung

Averaged ¼-h sampled powers

active

power

Gemittelte ¼-h Leistung über mehrere Averaged ¼-h sampled powers over
Tage

several days

Gemittelte Abtastleistung

Averaged sampled powers

Gemittelte Minutenleistung

Averaged minute sampled powers

Generator(en)

Generator(s)

Gradient

Gradient

Grenze(n)

Limit(s)

Höhenwinkel

Elevation angle

Höher

Higher

Index

Index

Index der aktuellen Momentaufnahme

Index of the actual snapshot

Induktiv

Inductive
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Installierte Windkraftleistung

Installed wind turbine power

Istwert

Actual value

Kapazitiv

Capacitive

Kommentar

comment

Kohle-KW

Coal power plant

Kompensation

Compensation

Kraftwerk

Power plant

Kurvenanzeige

Curve display

KW (Kraftwerk)

Power plant

KWK (Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung)

CHP (combined heat and power)

KW-Regelung

Power plant control

Laden

Load

Laden, dann eine neue Trainingsstunde Load, then immediately start a new
sofort starten

training session

Last

Load/consumer

Lastgruppe

Load group

Lastprofil

Load profile

Leistung

Power

Leistungsblockierung

Power blocking

Leistungsfahrplan

Power schedule

Leistungssteigerung

Power increase

Leitung(en)

Line(s)

Letzte Aktivierung

Last activation

Liste aller Momentaufnahmen

List of all snapshots

Liste aller Momentaufnahmen der

List of all snapshots of the selected

ausgewählten Trainingsstunde

training session

Liste aller Szenarien

List of all scenarios

Löschen

Delete

Löschen der Trainingsstunde(n)

Delete the training session(s)

Lückendauer

Cloudless sky duration

Manuelle Windvorgabe

Manual wind specification

Maximal

Maximum

Meldung(en)

Message(s)
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Min. Phasenverschiebungswinkel

Minimum phase shift angle

Mindestwirkleistung in cosphi-Modi

Minimum active power in the Cosφ
mode

Modi

Modes

Modus

Mode

Momentaufnahme

Snapshots

MS (Mittelspannung)

MV (Medium Voltage)

Nabenhöhe

Hub height

Nach RED

After RED

Nach Wirkleistungsanpassung

After active power adjustment

Nachführung

Tracking

Name

Name

Name der Trainingsstunde

Name of the training session

NAP (Netzanschlusspunkt)

NCP (Network connection point)

Netzbestand 220 kV und 380 kV

220 kV and 380 kV networks

Netzverstärkung Wechselstrom

AC network reinforcement

Neu

New

Neubau Gleichstrom (HGÜ)

DC new installation (HVDC)

Neubau Wechselstrom

AC new installation

Nicht angeregt

Not excited

Nicht ausgelöst

Not tripped

Normale Simulation

Normal simulation

NS (Niderspannung)

LV (Low Voltage)

Oberer GW

Higher limit

Offset

Offset

OS (Oberspannung)

Primary side

Pause

Pause

P-f-Regelung

P-f control

P-Ist

Actual active power

P-Soll

Target active power

P-Sollreg.

Target active power control

Pn (Nennwirkleistung)

Pr (rated active power)

Photovoltaikanlage

Photovoltaic plant
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Primärregelung

Primary control

Pumpspeicherkraftwerk

Hydro pump storage power plant

PV = Prozessvariable

Process variable

PVA

PV system

PV-Limit

Process variable limit

PV-Status

Process variable status

PV-Text

Process variable text

PV-Wert

Process variable value

Q-Ist

Actual reactive power

Q-Soll

Target reactive power

Rauhigkeit

Roughness

Regelung

Control

Richtung

Direction

Rückstrom

Reverse current

Scheinleistung

Apparent power

Scheinleistungen von Leitungen

Apparent power of lines

Schutzrelais

Protection relay

Sekundärregelung

Secondary control

Sekunde(n)

Second(s)

Simulationsmodus

Simulation mode

Simulationszeit

Simulation time

Slackgenerator

Slack generator

Solarkraftwerk

Solar power plant

Solare Strahlungsenergie

Solar radiation energy

Soll-Beckenentlastung

Target reservoir discharge

Soll-Blindleistung

Target reactive power

Soll-Cosphi

Target Cosφ

Soll-Frequenz

Target frequency

Sollwert

Target value

Sonnenbestrahlungsstärke

Solar irradiance

SP (Schaltprogramm)

SP (switching program)

Spannung

Voltage

Spannungsänderung

Voltage variation
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Spannungssteigung

Voltage slope

Spitzenlastgaskraftwerk

Peak load gas turbine power plant

Sprung (zur nächsten Momentaufnahme)

Jump (to the next snapshot)

SS = Sammelschiene

Busbar

Start

Start

Status

Status

Steigerung

Slope

Steuerung

Control

Störung

Disturbance

Strahlungsfahrplan

Irradiance schedule

Strahlungssimulation

Irradiance simulation

Strom

Current

Stufe

Tap position

Stufeneinstellung

Tap position setting

Spannungsautomatik

Automatic voltage control

Stufendifferenz

Tap position difference

Synchrongenerator

Synchronous generator

Szenario

Scenario

Tarif billig

Cheap tariff

Tarif teuer

Expensive tariff

Temperatur

Temperature

Tiefer

Deeper

Totzeit

Dead time

Trafo = Transformator

Transformer

Trafo-Schalterstellungsmitnahmeschaltung

Transformer

switch

position

intertripping circuit
Trafo-Stufenmitnahmeschaltung

Transformer tap position intertripping
circuit

Trainingsstunde

Training session

Turbine

Turbine

Turbineneintritt

Turbine inflow

U-Q-Regelung

V-Q control

U-Q-Verlauf

V-Q profile
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U-Ist

Actual voltage

U-Soll

Target voltage

Umspannstation(en)

Transformer station(s)

UMZ-Schutzrelais

Definite time overcurrent protection
relay

Un = Unenn

Rated voltage

Unterer GW

Lower limit

Untererregt

Underexcited

Unterspannung höher/Tiefer (Trafo)

Transformer secondary side voltage
higher/lower

US

Secondary side

Übererregt

Overexcited

Übergabe nach Fahrplan

Transfer according to the schedule

Übergabestation

Transfer station

Übernehmen

Apply

Überschreiben und Start

Overwrite and start

Überschuss

Surplus

ÜNB = Übertragungsnetzbetreiber

TSO = Transmission System Operator

ÜNB-Frequenz

TSO frequency

ÜNB-Spannung

TSO voltage

Verbleibende Arbeit

Remaining energy

Verbraucher

Consumer

Verbraucherzählpfeilsystem

Consumer arrow reference system

Ver-Übergab.

Transfer in the interconnected network

Verbund

Interconnected network

Verbundspartnereinspeisungen

Infeeds

from

partners

interconnected network
Vergleich Einspeiseleistung

Feed-in power comparison

Verschiebungsfaktor

Phase shift factor

Virtuelles Kraftwerk

Virtual power plant

von

Of

Wasser

Water

Wasserbecken

Water reservoir
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in

the

Wasserkraftwerk

Hydroelectric power plant

Wasserstand

Water level

Wasservolumen

Water volume

Weiter (nach Pause)

Continue (after pausing)

Wetter

Weather

Wiedergabe

Playback

Wiedergabe aktiv

Activated playback

Wiedergabe pausiert

Paused playback

Wind

Wind

Winddaten

Wind data

Windeinspeisung

Wind feed-in

Windenergie

Wind energy

Windgeschwindigkeit auf Nabenhöhe

Wind speed at hub height

Windgeschwindigkeit in 10 m Höhe

Wind speed at 10 m height

Windgeschwindigkeitsfahrplan

Wind speed schedule

Windpark

Wind farm

Windtoleranz

Wind tolerance

Winkelfehler

Angle error

Wirkleistung

Active power

Wirkleistungen von Generatoren

Active power of generators

WKA = Windkraftanlage

Wind turbine

WKW = Wasserkraftwerk

Hydroelectric power plant

Wolkendichte

Cloud density

Zeit

Time

Zeit zurücksetzen

Reset time

Zeitdauer

Duration

Zustand

State

Zwischenstation

Intermediate station
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A14

Line data of the MATPOWER case8 network

The values of R, X and B are in per-unit.
Lines

From

To

R

X

B

1

1

2

0.0155025

0.00603186

0.0000234

2

2

3

0.0051675

0.00201062

0.0000065188

3

3

4

0.0051675

0.00201062

0.0000065188

4

4

5

0.0051675

0.00201062

0.0000065188

5

5

6

0.0051675

0.00201062

0.0000065188

6

6

7

0.0051675

0.00201062

0.0000065188

7

7

8

0.0155025

0.00603186

0.0000234

A15

Line and shunt data of the MATPOWER case30 network

The values of R, X and B are in per-unit.
Lines

From

To

R

X

B

1

1

2

0.02

0.06

0.03

2

1

3

0.05

0.19

0.02

3

2

4

0.06

0.17

0.02

4

3

4

0.01

0.04

0.0

5

2

5

0.05

0.2

0.02

6

2

6

0.06

0.18

0.02

7

4

6

0.01

0.04

0.0

8

5

7

0.05

0.12

0.01

9

6

7

0.03

0.08

0.01

10

6

8

0.01

0.04

0.0

11

6

9

0.0

0.21

0.0

12

6

10

0.0

0.56

0.0

13

9

11

0.0

0.21

0.0

14

9

10

0.0

0.11

0.0

15

4

12

0.0

0.26

0.0

16

12

13

0.0

0.14

0.0
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17

12

14

0.12

0.26

0.0

18

12

15

0.07

0.13

0.0

19

12

16

0.09

0.2

0.0

20

14

15

0.22

0.2

0.0

21

16

17

0.08

0.19

0. 0

22

15

18

0.11

0.22

0. 0

23

18

19

0.06

0.13
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A16

Simulated solar irradiance

Figure 133 Simulated solar irradiance
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